





TOWN CLERK: JOAN READ - 446-2203
HOURS: Tuesday & Thursday 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM
TAX COLLECTOR: SANDRA L. PRATT - 847-3029
HOURS: Thursday 1:00 to 3:00 PM or by appointment
TOWN OFFICE: 446-3326 FAX 446-7770
Monday 7:00 PM to Close ofBusmess - SELECTMEN'S MEETING
Wednesday 10:30 AM to 2:30 PM Administrative Assistant available
STODDARD RECYCLING & TRANSFER STATION
HOURS: Saturday & Sunday, 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
June through Labor Day - Wednesday Noon to 4:00 PM
POLICE: MUTUAL AID - 911
FIRE&RESCUE: MUTUAL AID - 911
FIRE WARDEN: BURNING PERMITS
Joseph Sarcione, Warden - 446-7144
Lewis Clark, Deputy Warden - 446-3480
Patricia Lamothe, Deputy Warden - 446-7430
ANIMAL CONTROL: Jesse Pollock & Kristm Machado - 446-3428
Or Call Stoddard PoUce (446-3597) or
Keene Mutual Aid Non-Emergency (352-1291)
LIBRARY HOURS:
Thursday - 7:00 to 9:00 PM& Saturday - 9:30AM to 10:30 PM
STODDARD CONSERVATION COMMISSION:
Geoffiey Jones, Chakman: 446-3439
STODDARD fflSTORICAL SOCIETY:
Meet third Monday ofApril, June, August & October - 7:30 PM
At the Town Hall (will be posted)
STODDARD PLANNING BOARD:
Meet first Tuesday ofthe month at the Town Hall - 7:00 PM
Afiyone wishing a hearing by the Planning Board should contact:
Pat Putnam 446-7104
STODDARD SCHOOL BOARD:
Meet the first Thursday ofthe month at 5: 15 PM at the
James M. Faulkner Elementary School
Anyone who wishes to appear before the Board should, ifpossible, contact the Chairman
a week prior to meeting date to be listed on the agenda
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS:
Brenda Howard - 446-3737 Carol Clark - 446-7562
Michael Meyer - 446-7050
STODDARD CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH:
Services are now year round @ 10:00 AM
Sunday School - 9:00 AM
Rev. DeLisa Little - 446-4332
STODDARD ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:
Hearings when needed - to be posted






FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING
JUNE 30, 2003
Front Cover: DAVIS PUBLIC LIBRARY
DEDICATED
WITH DEEPEST GRATITUDE TO
FRANCES RUMRILL
Frances Rumrill was bom at the family home on Granite Lake where
she Hved for most of her life. Her family has resided in Stoddard since
1770. It was not surprising that she took an early interest in genealogy and
town history. She joined the Stoddard Historical Society as a teenager and
has maintained her membership for more than half a century. She held every
office at the Historical Society at least once and wrote the chapter on
Stoddard schools for the town history published in 1974.
Frances also served on the town's Bicentennial Committee in 1974
and served on Stoddard's Old Home Days committees from that time until
1999. It was as a member of that committee that she planned and organized
the reunion of the alumni and teachers of the old one room Stoddard school
in 1999.
Frances was as much a part of Stoddard as Stoddard became a part of
her life. She enjoyed being with the people of the community and being a
part of many activities in the town. Her other service to the town has
included:
School Board: 1965-1971,1975-1981
Library Trustee: 1 970-1 988
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CHARLOTTE PRATT ( RETIRED ) TERM EXPIRES 2003
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FRANCES W. RUMRILL ( RESIGNED ) TERM EXPIRES 2004
BEVERLY POWER TERM EXPIRES 2003
JOANNE VAILLANCOURT TERM EXPIRES 2005
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SEXTON
GORDON GARNETT TERM EXPIRES 2003
AUDITORS
VIRGINIA GRANDPRE' TERM EXPIRES 2003
WALTER SERBENT TERM EXPIRES 2003
ZONINGBOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
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You will notice that the financial reports herein, with the exception of the
Budget and Estimated Revenues, are from the 2001 fiscal year. That is
because those are the most recent audited reports. Please remember, the
current fiscal year began on 1/1/02 and will run through 6/30/03.
The town-wide revaluation is being conducted by Earls*Nieder*Perkins,
L.L.C. and scheduled for complefion by fall 2003. We are asking for an
appropriation of $62,500 to pay for the remainder of the revaluation work and
the new computer system needed to operate the assessing software.
February 2003 was a trying month at Town Hall, with a failed boiler, frozen
and leaky pipes, and some water damage. I think it's safe to say all who
wintered in Stoddard endured far too many sub-zero days and can thoroughly
appreciate Spring this year!
We want to express our thanks and appreciation to Charlotte Pratt for her
many, many years of service as Tax Collector. Charlotte retired in October
2002. She is now Deputy Tax Collector, assisting and training the new Tax
Collector. Sandra Pratt was appointed Tax Collector for the remainder of
Charlotte's term.
Our gratitude also goes out to all who have served the town on it's various
boards and commissions. Your time and efforts have not gone uimoticed or
unappreciated. Also, to those who do things for the community while having
no direct affiliation with the town government, we extend thanks. It is your
willingness to give of yourselves which helps make Stoddard such a great
community.
Your Selectmen,
John D. Halter, Chairman
Louis E. GrandPre'
Bradley "Chet" Pratt, Jr.










TOWN OF STODDARD, NH
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants ofthe Town of Stoddard in the County of Cheshire in the State ofNew
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at the
Town Hall in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the thirteenth (13th) day ofMay 2003, next at
eleven ( 1 1 :00AM) of the clock m the forenoon to act upon the foUowdng articles:
The Polls will be open from 1 1 :00 AM to 7:00 PM.
ART. 1 : To choose by ballot all necessary Town OflBcers for the ensuing year.
ART. 2: Are you in favor ofthe adoption ofthe following amendment to the
Stoddard Community Planning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board:
"Amend Article m ofthe Stoddard Community Planning Ordinance 'General Regulations' by
adding a new paragraph as follows:
5. Conversion of seasonal dweUings. Conversion of seasonal dwellings to year-round
homes [*], v^ether rented or owner occupied, is prohibited until an approval for operation of a
septic system is on file with the Stoddard Board of Selectmen or the New Hanpshire Dqsartmait
of Environmental Services. (*) 270 or more days per year constitutes year roimd occiqjancy.
"
[If adofJted, this amendment will siq)ersede the 1979 Town Warrant Article #29 wMch reads: 'To
see ifthe Town will vote to prohibit conversion of seasonal dwellings to permanent homes unless
sqjtic systems meet state specifications"]
(Recommended by the Planning Board and Zoning Board of Adjustment. Majority vote required)
FURTHER, you are hereby notified to meet at the James Faulkner Elementary School
Multqjiupose Room in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the twentieth (20th) day ofMay 2003,
next at seven (7:00 PM) ofthe clock in the evening, to act upon the articles 3 through 32.
ART. 3: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$155,000.00 to defray Town charges for the ensuing year. The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
ART. 4: To see ifthe Town win vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$3,500.00
as the operating budget for the Stoddard Plaiming Board for the ensuing year. The
Stoddard Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 5: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$l,038.00
for membership with the Southwest Region Planning Commission for the ensuing year.
The Stoddard Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 6: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$1,200.00
as the operating budget ofthe Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment for the ensuing
year. The Stoddard Zoning Board ofAdjustment and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART. 7: To see ifthe Town win vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 to
maintain E-91 1 records. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 8: To see ifthe Town wdU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$29,300.00 for the operating budget ofthe Stoddard Police Department. The Police
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 9: To see ifthe Town wall vote to authorize the Selectmen to continue a
leasing agreement for the purpose of leasing a Police Cruiser for the Police Department
and to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,364.00 for the lease agreement second
payment on the Ford Expedition Police Cruiser. This lease contains an escape clause.
The Police Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 10: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$7,500.00
for Antrim ambulance service for the ensuing year. The Stoddard Fire and Rescue
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation
ART. 11: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$21,265.00 for the operating budget ofthe Stoddard Fire & Rescue Department for the
ensuing year. The Stoddard Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend
this appropriation
ART. 12: To see ifthe Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 for wages for members ofthe Stoddard Fire and Rescue Department for the
ensuiag twelve month period. The Stoddard Fire and Rescue Department and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 13: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000.00
for the operating budget ofthe Stoddard Fire Warden. The Fire Warden and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation
ART. 14: To see ifthe Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$125,000.00 for winter and summer maintenance, emergencies and planned repair of
Town roads and bridges. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation
ART. 15: To see ifthe town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$10,000.00
to fill in the fire pond located at tax map# 129-08 and authorize the withdrawal of
$5,000.00 fi-om the Town ParksW Trust Fund. The balance of$5,000.00 is to come
from general taxation. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation
ART. 16: To see ifthe Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$83,603.00 for Recycling and Transfer Station expenses for the ensuing year. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation
ART. 17: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise $1.25 per resident (Total $1,180.00)
for services provided by Monadnock Family Services to uninsured and underinsured
residents of Stoddard. (By Petition) The Selectmen recommend this appropriation
ART. 18: To see ifthe Town wiU appropriate the sum ofEight Himdred Dollars
($800.00) to HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services to support the
continuance ofvisiting nurse and home heahh services being provided to the residents of
Stoddard. (By Petition) The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 19: To see ifthe Town will raise and appropriate the sum of$1,200.00 to The
Community Kitchen Inc. in Keene, NH for services provided to Stoddard residents. (By
Petition) The Selectmen recommend this appropriation
ART. 20: To see ifthe Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,500.00
for the operation and maintenance ofthe Davis Library. The Library Trustees and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation
ART. 21: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$1,000.00
for the operation ofthe Recreation Commission. The Recreation Commission and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation
ART. 22: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$200.00
for the operation ofthe Stoddard Conservation Commission. The Stoddard Conservation
Commission and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 23: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$555.00
for the residents of Stoddard to participate in twelve (12) town household hazardous
waste collection days at the City ofKeene Recycling Center. The collection days wfll be
scheduled on the following Wednesdays and Saturdays dxiring the summer and early fall
from 8 a.m - 1 p.m.: 7/12, 7/16, 7/26, 8/9, 8/13, 8/23, 9/13, 9/17, 9/27, 10/11, 10/15 &
10/25. The Stoddard Conservation Commission and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation
ART. 24: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$1,100.00
for the Lay Monitoring Program. The Stoddard Conservation Commission and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 25: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$ 1 ,000.00
to continue the town's participation with the coalition communities in opposition to the
State Education Property Tax. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation
ART. 26: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$62,500.00 for the revaluation ofproperties within the town and equipment charges
related thereto. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 27: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000.00 to fiind the position ofTown Administrator. This part-time position would
enable its holder to manage our local government in coordination with the Selectmen,
make decisions based on current local laws and imbiased common sense, answer the
questions of Stoddard citizens, and respond to all inquiries prorrq)tly. (By Petition)
The Selectmen do not recommend this appropriation.
ART. 28: To see ifthe Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept a gift of
land identified as tax map #410-08. 1 containing 8.84 +/- acres ifmade available to the
town during the ensuing year.
ART. 29: To see ifthe Town will vote to adopt the following ordinance pertaming to
dogs:
Effective July 1, 2003, thefollowing conditions shall apply to alldogs kept outdoors in
the Town ofStoddard:
1. For dogs confined by a tether :
A. the tether must be at least 5 times the length ofthe dog, from nostrils to base of tail
B. the tether shall be equipped with swivel ends and shall be positioned toprevent
tangling and/or hanging
C. the tether shall be attached to aproperlyfitting collar or harness, worn by the dog
D. The tether shall not weigh more than 1/8 the dog 's body weight
2. Dogs kept tethered shall spend at least I hour per 24 hour period offtether,
indoors engaged in social interaction or in outdoor exercise.
3. Dogs kept outdoors WILL have access to adequate shelter at all times.
"Adequate shelter" is defined as a doghouse or permanent structure ofappropriate size
to maintain the dog 's body heat and allow the dog to stand, turn aroundand lie down,
with a covering over the door and dry hay or similar material inside.
4. In extremes ofweather, I.e., snowstorms, thunderstorms, temperatures below 15
F or above 90 F OR, as determined by the animal control officer, when extreme
windchills or humidity create unsafe outdoor conditions, dogs shall be kept indoors.
5. All dogs kept outside MUST have access to shadefrom the sun and tofresh water
at all times.
6. Any personfound to be in violation ofthese conditions shall receive a WARNING
from the animal control officer and shall have 30 days to comply. Persons who receive a
warning are encouraged to consult the animal control officer or other professional to
resolve problems.
7. A personfound in violation a second timefor the same dog shall be assessed a
$100.00fine, payable to the Town ofStoddard, 30% of which shall be donated to the
State ofNew Hampshire 's low cost spay/neuterfund.
8. A third violationfor the same dog may result in removal ofthe dog to the
Monadnock Humane Society, at the discretion ofthe Animal Control Officer. The owner
shall have 30 days to comply with the provisions ofthis ordinance. The owner shall
reimburse Monadnock Humane Societyforfood and boardingfor the dogfor the period
oftime it is in custody ofMHS. Ifthe owner does not comply with the terms ofthis




ART. 30: To see ifthe Town will vote to ad(qrt the following Health Care for New
Han^shire Resolution:
Whereas, New Hampshire residentspay the 72"" highest costfor insurance in the
country; and
Whereas, the cost ofhealth insurancepremiumsfor New Hampshirefamilies has
increased by 45 percent in three years and now averages $8500 ayear; and
Whereas, 100, 000 New Hampshire residents have no health coverage and 77percent of
them have afull-time worker at home; and
Whereas, due to the rising costs almost halfofNew Hampshire 's small businesses carmot
afford health coveragefor their employees, now, therefore be it resolved that we, the
citizens ofStoddard, New Hampshire call on our elected officialsfrom all levels of
government, and those seeking office, to work with consumers, businesses, and health
care providers to ensure that:
- Everyone in New Hampshire, including the self-employed, unemployed, un- and
underinsured, and small business owners, has access to an affordable basic health plan
similar to whatfederal employees receive;
-Everyone, including employers, consumers, and the state, local andfederal government
makes a responsible andfair contribution tofinance the health care system;
-Everyfamily and individual in New Hampshire receives high quality care that is cost
efficient and medically effective; and
-That these efforts help control the skyrocketing cost ofhealth care.
(Ry Petitioii)
ART. 31 : To see ifthe Town will vote to send the following resolution to the New
Hanq)shire General Court:
Whereas, the NH Land and Community Heritage Commission, in itsfinal report released
on November 15, 1999, found that "pressures on our natural, cultural and historical
resources caused by growth and sprawl are seriously affecting the quality oflife ofNH
citizens"; and
Whereas, the Commission proposed a new voluntaryprogram to be called the Landand
Community Heritage Program (LCHIP), similar to the successful Land and Community
Investment Program (LCIP) but expanded to include cultural and historical resources;
and
Whereas, 108NH towns and cities passed warrant articles or resolutions in support of
LCHIP's creation in the spring of2000; and
Whereas, in its 2000 session, the NH General Court overwhelmingly approved the
establishment ofLCHIP (24-0 in the Senate, 326-9 in the House), andprovided initial
funding at the armual level of$6 million in the 2001-02 biermium; and
Whereas, LCHIP has since awarded 111 grants in 86 communities throughout New
Hampshire, helping to restore or rehabilitate 57 historic structures and helping to
conserve 199,603 acres; and
Whereas, LCHIP has to date leveraged $4. 02 in matchingfundsfor every $1 invested,
well in excess ofthe 1:1 ratio mandated by the General Court; and
Whereas, LCHIP is a small and efficiently-administeredprogram; and
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Whereas, fiindingfor LCHIP grants will be exhausted this spring with the completion of
the program 'sfourth grant round; and
Whereas, the Town ofStoddard may seekLCHIPfunds toprotect conservation land and
preserve historic resources now and in thefuture;
Now, therefore, be it resolved that the Town Selectmen ofthe Town ofStoddard urge the
State ofNew Hampshire General Court to maintain levelfundingfor the Landand
Community Heritage Investment Program in its next biennial budget.
ART. 32: To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under hour hands and seal this 16th day ofApril
In the year ofom Lord, two thousand and three.
Board of Selectmen
John D. Halter, Chairman
Louis E. GrandPre'












Land Use Change Taxes
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 2002
Description:
T]yi^l28-10 - Town Hall, Land & Building $160,650
Furniture & Equipment 20,000
TM#129-13 - Library, Land & Bmlding 46,450
Furniture, Books & Equipment 6,000
TM#130-06 - PoUce Station, Land & Building 28,350
Equipment 11,000
TM#126-23 - Fire Department, Land & Building 162,350
Equipment 224,500
TM#126-22 - Fire Department Meadow 5,800
TM#127-05 - Town Bam/Transfer Station 54,900
Equipment 17,000
TM#128-04 - Historical Society, Land & Building 34,750
Equipment 10,000
TM#129-07 & 08 - Fire Pond & Meadow 6,550
TM#129-09 - 1834 Lot 2,800
TM#129-04 - Gazebo 11,450
TM#126-15 - Old Fire Station, Land & Building 30,550
TM# 105-09 - Marina Boat Landing on Highland Lake 61,650
TM#135-26 - Rte 123 Boat Landing on Island Pond 91,600
TM#127-53 - Rte 123 Boat Landing on Highland Lake 29,700
TM#415-22 - Center Pond Boat Landing 41,750
TM#4 10-05 - Faulkner Elementary School, Land & Bldg 688,400
Furniture & Equipment 50,000
$1,796,200
Land & Buildings Acquired through Tax Collectors Deeds:
TM#101-116 & 117, E/S East Side Drive 8,900
TM#102-110 & 111, E/S East Side Drive 12,900
TM#103-12, W/S Bailey Rd. 11,900
TM#1 07-25, S/S Fox Hill Road 15,350
TM#1 10-29 thru 32, South Hidden Lake Road 33,950
TM#115-02, W/S Beaver Lake Dr. 10,450
TM#1 15-41, Beaver Brook Dr. 8, 1 50
TM#1 1 5-68, W/S Tigola Trail 1 1 ,900
TM#115-69, W/S Tigola Trail 12,100
TM#1 1 5-70, W/S Tigola Trail 1 1 ,000
TlV^l 1 5-7 1 , W/S Tigola Trail 1 1 ,700
TM#1 1 5-80, E/S Beaver Lake Dr. 9,400
TM#1 15-83, E/S Beaver Lake Dr. 12,400
TM#1 16-37, E/S Red Coat Lane 15,600
TM#118-21,N/S Turtle Rock Rd 32,100
TM#1 1 8-22, N/S Turtle Rock Rd 14,800
TM#1 1 8-53, Kennedy Brook Road 26,800
TM#119-43, SW/S Highland Lake 31,550
T1V^125-15, S/S Walker Road 1,950
15
TM#131-25.1, S/S Island Pond 15,300
TM# 1 34-08 & 09, Route 1 23 North 30, 1 00
TM#134-10 & 11, Route 123 North 38,250
TM#134-12, Route 123 North 10,900
TM#137-23, S/S Off Sandy Beach Rd 1,700
TM#408-29, Off Route 1 23 1 ,400
TM#4 14-23, W/S Old Forest Road 1,700
TM#4 1 8-07, E/S Aten Rd. 250
TM#4 1 8-09, E/S OffAten Rd. 450
TM#4 18-12, E/S OffAten Rd. 6,000
TM#4 1 8-40, E/S Chandler Meadow 15.050
$ 421,300
Total Properties owned by the Town $2,217,5011
TAX RATE - $16.26 PER $1,000 VALUATION
Municipal: $3.06 County: $2.52 School: $4.82 State Education Tax:
$5.86
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION MS -
1
Land
Current Use $ 1,308,345
Conservation Restriction Assessment 1 77,400
Residential 71,308,243
Commercial 682,125





Total Taxable Buildings $ 48,912,165
Public Utilities 1,286,064
Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed $ 123,674,342
Total Exemptions Allowed - 317,800
Net Valuation On Which Tax Rate For Municipal,
County And Local Education Tax Is Computed $ 123,356,542
Less Public Utilities - 1,286.064
Net Valuation Without Utilities On Which Tax Rate
For State Education Tax Is Computed $ 122,070,478
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FINANCIAL REPORT
YEAR END DECEMBER 31, 2001
ASSETS
Funds in Custody of Treasurer

















Total TOWN CLERK 144,161.67
TOTAL INCOME 2,055,327.45
FUNDS TRANSFERS
IN-BANK TRANSFERS FROM REPO 710,000.00
TRANSFERS IN FROM FLEET BANK 680.000.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES 3,445,327.45
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SELECTMEN'S STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS - 2001
ADVERTISING
TELEPHONE 191.64
TOWN CLERK DEPUTY/PAYR 3,348.17
TOWN CLERK PAYROLL 9,41 5.92
VITAL STATISTICS 88.00













TOTAL SELECTMEN' S ORDERS PAID 3,383,202.61
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REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER 2001
TOWN CLERK TO TREASURER Totals
Motor Vehicle Permits
Pluming Board
REPORT OF THE TAX COLLECTOR
Dear Fellow Citizens:
I have served you as Tax Collector for the past twenty two years. I would
like to take this opportunity to thank you for allowing me to serve you. I
appreciate the support and trust you have shown me over these many years.
When my husband. Brad, decided to retire in September 2002, we thought it
would be a good time for me to do the same. I stayed on until October 15,
2002, when the December Warrant would be issued under a new collector.
It has been my pleasure to serve as Cheshire County Coordinator for 10
years, which allowed me to help new collectors as well as learning first hand
all the changes and suggestions from the Association. We also held a yearly
County meeting which was always a learning experience.
I have also been on the State Tax Collectors By-Laws Committee for several
years. This was very informative.
I have enjoyed being your Tax Collector, but it was time for us to have our
home without an office. I have agreed and will be glad to serve as your
Deputy Tax Collector.
Thank you again for all your support
Truly yours,
Charlotte H. Pratt
Certified Deputy Tax Collector
27
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FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT IVlS-61
Stoddard YEAR ENDING 2001
DEBITS
200 1









Yield Taxes 2.061 .4g




Property Taxes #3110 1 , 752 ,903 .00
Resident Taxes #3180 .00
Land Use Change #3120
Yield Taxes #3185 23,952.95
Excavation Tax #3187 104 .58 .00
Excav. Activity Tax #3188
Utility Charges #3189
OVERPAYMENT:
Property Taxes #3110 2 . 166 .39 ? , ?iq ^q
Prppetty Tax Interest „^.„„
ResRBat>TAfes Overpaid #3180 .00 20.89
Land Use Change #3120 .00
Yield Taxes #3185 .00
Excavation Tax #3187
Excav. Activity Tax #3188 ,00
Interest - Late Tax #3190 1 ,336 .62 3,305.25
R«ss*[kKt><Pax fBrtsWy > #3190 .00 2 ,670.50
TOTAL DEBITS $1 ,780,4B3.54| $70,02 1 55 | $
This amount should be the same as the last year's ending balance. If not, please explain.
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
fBr THE MUNICIPALITY OF ^^"^^^'''^ YEAR ENDING .
MS-61
CREDITS
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS -61













The Library is open Thursday evenings 7:00 to 9:00 P.M. and Saturday
morning from 9:30 to 10:30 A.M.
Several hundred new books, videotapes and audiotapes were added to the
hbrary collections during the past calendar year. The hbrary now has ahnost
150 videos and 60 audio books. Three new award winning books for young
readers are added to the collections each month through our subscription to
the Junior Library Guild. The library currently receives then periodicals.
The Old Home Days book sale was a great success, raising ftmds for library
purchases. We extend our thanks to the volunteers who assisted with the sale
and to those who help at the library throughout the year. I also extend my
thanks to my long-time assistant Lina Vaillancourt.
I also extend my sincere thanks to the dozens of townspeople who donated







Balance on Hand, Dec. 31, 2000
Nelson Fund
AUDITORS REPORT
The records of the Selectmen, Town Clerk, Tax Collector,
Treasurer, Trustee of the Trust Funds, Cemetery Commission, and
Library Trustees Agent have been examined pursuant to RSA:
41.31 for the year ending December 3 1 , 200 1
.
In the opinion of these Auditors, the above accounts, together
with their financial statements, present fairly the financial position
for the year end of the Town of Stoddard. These records also
conform with generally accepted accounting principles apphed
using the cash basis method.
Respectfully submitted,
Virginia R. GrandPre ', Auditor
Walter Serbent, Auditor
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STODDARD FIRE & RESCUE DEPARTMENT
2002ANNUAL REPORT
78 Total Calls
Medical Calls 38 Radio Calls 50
Fire 30 Business Meetings 12
Motor Vehicle Accidents 10 Training Meetings 20
We were lucky to be able to purchase a utility trailer to be towed behind the
Forestry truck. In the Summer it will have forestry equipment and the four
vdieeler; in the Winter it will have the four wheeler, ice rescue sled,
wilderness rescue items and HazMat equipment ready when needed.
A new computer was purchased to help keep our training, continuing
education, and maintenance records in order. We are also able to have
Internet service. This will help us with applications for fiiture grants.
Last year we paid off the Lease on the 1999 Pumper and all the operating
equipment is paid off.
We would also like to announce the Retirement of Deputy Chief Joe
Sarcione from the Department. Joe gave us 30 dedicated years. While Joe
served on the department he wore many hats. He was our Deputy Chief,
Training Officer, taught school children fire prevention, and implemented
the Jimior Fire Department. Joe continues to serve the community as Forest
Fire Warden. The department wishes him well in his future endeavors.
Good Luck keeping up with Hayden! ! ! !
!
This coming year we will propose a warrant article for hourly wage
compensation for the Fire and Rescue calls. We hope this will help with
future membership and incentive for existing members and we ask for your
siq)port in this matter.
Thank you to the Community Calendar for announcing upcoming events and
needs of the Department, as well as a Thank you to the Community Events
Organization combining efforts to offer some of the events to the
community. We would otherwise be unable to do without the personnel.
Last but not least, I would like to thank all the members for their hard work
and dedication to the Community and fire service. You all should be proud.
Respectfully submitted,
Brian Cahill, Fire Chief
Deputy Chief Wally Weaver
Capt. RJ. Lamothe
Rescue Capt. Candy Wilder
Lieut. John Wilder




2002 was a very busy year for the Stoddard Police Department. Since the
opening of the Hillsboro bypass, traffic volume on Route 9 through Stoddard
has increased sharply. Accidents, manner of operation, and road rage have
dominated our time. On the upside, we have had only 1 burglary of which
three individuals were arrested and are awaiting trial in Supreme Court.
We are fortunate this year having acquired the services of Jeremy Yeglinski as
a new Police Officer. Jeremy comes to us fully certified and has met all
training criteria which is mandated yearly by the Pohce Standards Training
Council. In Jeremy's free time he is pursuing a degree in criminal justice.
Unfortunately we are losing a profound officer, Richard Sault, who joined the
department in the year 2000. Rick brought us a sense of professionahsm that
will be a challenge to replace. He will be missed, but we wish him and his
family the very best in their future endeavors.
In December the pohce department received a new cruiser. The 1995 Ford
Bronco was traded in to reduce the lease price on the 2003 Ford Expedition.
The new cruiser has been ouffitted with a cage enclosure to provide officer
safety while transporting subjects placed in protective custody or those placed
under arrest.
With the receipt of a statewide grant, the Stoddard Police Department
continues to update the radio communication system. This grant included a
new $3200 Astro Digital portable radio, progranmiing, and testing. Although
we are still operating with the analog system, the new digital system will be
up and rurming in the near future.
I would like to thank the town's people for their continued support and
assistance over the past year. We wish to remind you that in case of
emergency call 911. Ifno emergency is present but you wish to speak to a
Pohce Officer, contact the Stoddard Pohce Department at 446-3597 or call
mutual-aid on the non-emergency line at 352-1291.
Respectfully Submitted
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Fire & Rescue Assists
Fatal Motor Vehicle Accident


























CEMETERY COMMISSION REPORT 2002
This year was a productive one for the Cemetery Commissioners and
Cemetery Trustees. A new happening for the commission ... .a new cemetery
roadway extension. At a late spring funeral I attended, it was very difficult
for those attending, including the driver of the hearse, to exit the cemetery as
it was slippery and the cars had to back up a slippery incline. It became
apparent to me that this situation was going to occur with more frequency, as
the lots further down the hill were placed in use. Bringing this issue to the
other commissioners and trustees, I presented my request: to consider an
extension to the present cemetery road to allow it to continue down the hill,
swing along the lower stonewall, and then exit further down on Center Pond.
Both commissioners and the trustees felt this to be an excellent improvement
to the cemetery. The new roadway installation will be funded by accumulated
fimds in the trust funds. Early fall snows delayed completion of this roadway,
but as soon as the ground is dry enough, that new roadway extension will be
completed.
A special word of "Thanks" to Glen and Ellen Mason. They do such an









Mary Lou Stymest, Trustee
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ZONING BOARD OFADJUSTMENT 2002
During 2002 the Board ofAdjustment met on 5 occasions to deliberate on
various applications before the board. 4 variances were granted. Before each
pubUc hearing, the board members perform a site visit to view the property
and measure set backs for each variance. On one occasion the Board
discovered that the application for a variance was submitted after the
construction had been completed. In that instance, the board required
adjustments to the construction to bring the building into better conformance.
Of special concern was the use of pressure treated lumber within the
Shoreline Protection Act set back. The Board felt that the material used was
of detriment to the lake and required replacement with non-toxic material. It
should be noted that the board considers all sides of a variance proposal and
suggests better use of a placement if at all possible, to keep the property
within the safest confines of the setbacks from side lines, front and back hnes
and shorelines.
The Board also met with the Selectmen, Attorney and Planning Board to
brainstorm issues often presented to each board.
The Board consists of 5 frill members and one alternate and holds meetings
on the first Monday of the month as required.
I with to thank the dedication of all the members and ahemates for a job well
done again this year. We have had a change in fijll member vs. alternate.
Roscoe Putnam agreed to return to a frill member after retiring from cross-
country trucking and Virginia Kiehn stepped back to the alternate position. A
big thank you for all the time Virginia spent on the board and we are gratefiil
that she will remain available for our support should a ftill member be unable
to attend a meeting.
Respectfrilly submitted,
Beverly Power, Chairperson








HOME HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF STODDARD
JANUARY 1, 2002 TO DECEMBER 31, 2002
Annual Report
In 2002, HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services
continued to provide home care and conmiunity services to the residents of




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
ANNUAL MEETING MINUTES - 2002
The annual meeting of the Granite Lake District will be held July 14, 2002 at the Chapel
by the Lake at 1 :00 P.M. for the purpose of electing officers for the ensuing year, and to




To choose one commissioner for a term of three years, and see whether the
inhabitants of the district will elect for the oflBces of Clerk, Sally Ripley; Moderator, John
Halter; and Treasurer, Tom Yocono, each for one year. Phil Hamilton was nominated for
commissioner.
Kevin Robbins moved the article. Bob Woods seconded; the vote was affirmative.
2. To see ifthe District will vote to authorize the commissioners to borrow in
anticipation of taxes.
Tom Yocono moved the article, Kevin Robbins seconded; the vote was affmnative.
3. To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of $350.00 to defi^ay
Village District expenses for the ensuing year and make appropriation ofthe same.
Jim Crisman moved the article. Bob Woods seconded; the vote was affirmative.
4. To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of $750.00 to purchase
liability insurance to cover the Village District.
Kevin Robbins moved the article, Tom Yocono seconded; the vote was affirmative.
5. To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 to add to the
capital reserve fund for dam maintenance and repair.
Jim Crisman moved the article, Kevin Robbins seconded; the vote was affirmative.
6. To see whether the District will accept funds fi-om the Granite Lake Association
and fi-om other sources for the purpose of maintaining, repairing, and or replacing the
dam.
Kevin Robbins moved the article. Bob Woods seconded; the vote was affirmative.
7. To see if the District will schedule its annual meeting directly following the Granite
Lake Association meeting in July, 2003
.
Jim Crisman moved the article, Bob Woods seconded; the vote was affirmative.




2001 GRANITE LAKE WATER QUALITY SUMMARY
TRANSPARENCY (Water clarity) Depth (Meters) at which Secchi Disk is visible
6.9M 6.5M 7.5M 7.0M 9.4M 9.0M 7.7M 11.1M9.7M 10.8M 9.2M 8.2M
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
Reference <2 Poor Average of 628 NH Lakes Tested = 3.7 meters
GRANITE LAKE ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT
JULY 1, 2001 - JUNE 30, 2002
2001 GRANITE LAKE WATER QUALITY SUMMARY
TRANSPARENCY (Water clarity) Depth (Meters) at which Secchi Disk is visible
6.9M 6.5M 7.5M 7.0M 9.4M 9.0M 7.7M ll.lM 9.7M 10.8M 9.2M 8.2M
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
Reference < 2 Poor Average of 628 NH Lakes Tested = 3.7 meters
2-4.5 Good (Highest was 13.0)
>4.5 Excellent
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (mg/Liter) From bottom temperature layer ofLake
(decomposition layer). Fish need at least 1.0 mg/Liter to survive.
9 9.6 9.9 7.9 7.4 10.7 7.2 5 6 7.2 9.3 5.5
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
pH Values below 7.0 indicate acidity. Fish reproduction & growth require a pH above 5.5
6.37 6.35 6.34 6.38 6.04 5.92 5.56 6.05 5.8 6.07 5.9 6.06
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
Reference < 5 Acidified
5->5.4 Critical Average of 736 NH Lakes tested = 6.5
5.5 -> 6 Endangered
6. 1 -> 8 Satisfactory
ANC (Acid Neutralizing Capacity) Ability ofLake to buffer (counteract) acid inputs
2 2 2.5 2.63 1.3 1.1 1.05 1.5 1.6 1.25 1.1 1.35




To the inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the County of Cheshire in the State ofNew
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town aflFairs: You are hereby notified to meet at the
Town Hall in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the twelfth (12th) day ofMarch 2002, next at
eleven (1 1 :00AM) of the clock in the forenoon to act upon the following articles:
The Polls will be open from 11 :00 AM to 7:00 PM.


















CHETT PRATT 3 YEARS
DANIEL EATON 2 YEARS
MARY LOU STYMEST 3 YEARS
THOMAS D. ABERT 3 YEARS
DAVID VAILLANCOURT 1 YEAR
PATRICIA CAMPBELL 3 YEARS
LINDSAY FREESE 3 YEARS
JOANNE VAILLANCOURT 3 YEARS
GORDON GARNETT 1 YEAR
VIRGINIA GRANDPRE' I YEAR
WALTER SERBENT 1 YEAR
BRIAN W. CAHILL 1 YEAR
JOE SARCIONE 1 YEAR
WALLACE WEAVER 1 YEAR
PAMELA CHAMPNEY 6 YEARS
JUDY SEAVER 2 YEARS
ART. 2: To vote by ballot to amend the Stoddard Community Planning Ordinance,
Article IV concerning Home Occupations. (Recommended by the Planning Board.)
Majority vote required. YES - 135, NO - 62. Article two (2) passes.
FURTHER, you are hereby notified to meet at the James Faulkner Elementary School
Multipurpose Room in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the nineteenth (19th) day ofMarch
2002, next at seven (7:00 PM) of the clock in the evening, to act upon the articles 3
through 30.
ART 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$197,795.00 to defray Town Charges for the ensuing year. The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
Motion by Louis GrandPre' , seconded by Dennis Marquis.
Article three (3) is adopted.
ART. 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,250.00
as the operating budget for the Stoddard Planning Board for the ensuing year. The
Stoddard Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Casey Hayes, seconded by Pat Campbell.
Article four (4) is adopted.
ART. 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,021.00
for membership with the Southwest Region Planning Commission for the ensuing year.
The Stoddard Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Pat Campbell, seconded by Casey Hayes.
Article five (5) is adopted.
ART. 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,800.00
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as the operating budget ofthe Stoddard Zoiimg Board ofAdjustment for the ensuing year.
The Stoddard Zoning Board ofAdjustment and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
Motion by Harry Power, seconded by Sandy Sherman.
Article six (6) is adopted.
ART. 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $750.00 to
maintain E-91 1 records. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by David Vaillancourt, seconded by Jesse Pollock.
Article seven (7) is adopted.
ART. 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$43,650.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Police Department. The Police
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by David Vaillancourt, seconded by Lewis Clark.
Article eight (8) is adopted.
ART. 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000.00 for the Antrim ambulance service for the ensuing year. The Fire and Rescue
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by P.J. Lamothe, seconded by Jesse PoUock.
Article nine (9) is adopted.
ART. 10: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$32,323.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire and Rescue Department for the
ensuing year. The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
Motion by Brian Cahiil, seconded by Joe Sarcione
Article ten (10) is adopted.
ART. 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$47,952.00 for the final two lease payments on the four-wheel drive, fi^ont line pumper &e
engine. The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
Motion by Brian Cahiil, seconded by Wally Weaver.
Article eleven (11) is adopted.
ART. 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 for Town Building Maintenance for the Fire Station. The Fire and Rescue
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Brian Cahiil explains how money Avill be used.
Motion by Jesse Pollock, seconded by Brian Cahiil
Article twelve (12) is adopted.
ART. 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00
for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire Warden. The Fire Warden and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Joe Sarcione, seconded by P.J. Lamothe
Article thirteen (13) is adopted.
ART. 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$161,150.00 for winter and summer maintenance, emergencies and planned repair of the
Town roads and bridges. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Louis GrandPre' , seconded by David Vaillancourt.
Discussion on costs.
Spring, summer, fall - $24,000.00
Winter -$37,000.00
Town of SulUvan - Bowlder Road & VaUey Road - $2,500.00
Article fourteen (14) is adopted.
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ART. 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$11 6,034.00 for Recycling and Transfer Station expenses for the ensuing year. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Dennis Marquis, seconded by Louis GrandPre'
Article fifteen (15) is adopted.
ART. 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 .25 per
resident (Total $1,160,00) for services provided by Monadnock Family Services to
uninsured and underinsured residents of Stoddard. (By Petition) The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Pat Campbell, seconded by Joe Hayes.
Article sixteen (16) is adopted.
ART. 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $800.00
for HCS-Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services (HCS) to support the
continuance of visiting nurse and home health services being provided to the residents of
Stoddard. (By Petition) The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Debbie Krider, seconded by Joe Hayes.
Article seventeen (17) is adopted.
ART. 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $850.00
to help support the work of The Community Kitchen Inc. in Keene, NH. (By Petition)
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Debbie Krider, seconded by May Cline.
Article eighteen (18) is adopted.
ART. 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,275
for the operation and maintenance of the Davis Library. The Library Trustees and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Fran Rumrill, seconded by Charlotte Pratt.
Article nineteen (19) is adopted.
ART. 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00
for the operation of the Recreation Commission. The Recreation Commission and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Charlotte Pratt, seconded by John Cressy.
Article twenty (20) is adopted.
ART. 21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $400.00
for the operation of the Stoddard Conservation Commission. The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
Motion by Dick Brier, seconded by Carol Brier.
Article twenty-one (21) is adopted.
ART. 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $425.00
for the residents of Stoddard to participate in four (12) town household hazardous waste
collection days at the City of Keene Recycling Center. The collection days will be
scheduled on Wednesdays and Saturdays during the summer and early fall. Dates and
times will be posted at the transfer station, Town Hall, Post Office, stores and local
newspapers. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Louis GrandPre" , seconded by Dennis Marquis.
Article twenty-two (22) is adopted.
ART. 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200.00
for the Lay Monitoring Program. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Moved by Mary Lou Eaton, seconded by Bob Fee.
Article twenty-three (23) is adopted.
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ART. 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00
to continue the town's participation with the coalition communities in opposition to the
State Education Property Tax. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Louis GrandPre' , seconded by Dennis Marquis.
Discussion, Terry McMahon asks what direction the coalition is taking. Louis
GrandPre' reports on the committee's progress. The town moderator, Daniel
Eaton also reports that the money is to be used for legal fees.
Article twenty-four (24) is adopted unanimously.
ART. 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$60,000.00 to be added to the existing Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund. The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Louis GrandPre' , seconded by Dennis Marquis.
Carol Clark asks if the revaluation will help to lower taxes. Louis GrandPre"
reports. At present our land value is too high and hopefially after the revaluation
our tax rate should drop and we will no longer be a donor town. Private
companies wLU do the revaluation. Bids have come in from $135,000.00 to
$175,000.00. The revaluation will be starting within the next three or four months
and be completed by 12/31/2003. We will be asked for another $60,000.00 next
year.
Article twenty-five (25) is adopted.
ART. 26: To see if the Town will vote to appoint the selectmen as agents to expend
from the Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund (Majority vote required),
authorize the estabhshment of a capital reserve fund pursuant to RSA Chapter 35 for the
future revaluation of the Town and to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00
towards this purpose. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Dennis Marquis \ seconded by Louis GrandPre.
Article twenty-six (26) is adopted.
ART. 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$24,544.00 for the final payment on the Shedd Hill Bridge. The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
Motion by Louis GrandPre', seconded by David Vaillancourt.
Article twenty-seven (27) is adopted.
ART. 28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200.00
to paint the exterior oftwo Police Department buildings. The PoUce Department and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by David Vaillancourt, seconded by Lewis Clark.
Article twenty-eight is adopted.
ART. 29: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter
into a lease agreement for the purpose of leasing a Police Cruiser for the Police
Department, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,576.00 for the first payment for
that purpose. This lease will contain an "escape clause". The PoUce Department and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Dennis Marquis, seconded by Joann Vaillancourt.
Amendment by David Vaillancourt to read "To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to enter into a Lease agreement for the purpose of leasing
a Police Cruiser for the police Department, and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,575.00 for the first payment for that purpose. This lease will contain an
"escape clause". Also to authorize the Selectmen to sell by auction or trade, the
1995 Ford Bronco.
Amendment carries
Article twenty-none (29) is adopted as amended.
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ART. 30: To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
1. Standing ovation for Bill & June Congdon for their volunteer work at the
2002 winter Olympics in Salt Lake City.
2. Recommendation by Daniel Eaton to have Selectmen purchase portable
microphones for future town meetings. Motion by Terry McMahon,
seconded by Mary Lou Stymest. Voice vote carries.
3. Standing ovation for Dennis Marquis, outgoing Selectman for four years.
Mr. Marquis chooses not to run for re-election. His dedicated service was
acknowledged by all present.
4. Motion made by Mary Lou Eaton to adjourn, seconded by Deb Krider.
Meeting adjourned at 7:55 PM, in record time.
5. The moderator swears in all newly elected officials.
Respectflilly submitted,
Attest: Joan A. Read
Town Clerk
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TOWN OF STODDARD, N.H.
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
DECEMBER 16, 2002
To the inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the County of Cheshire
in the State ofNew Hampshire quahfied to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on
Monday, the sixteenth (16^) day ofDecember 2002, next at seven (7:00 PM)
of the clock in the evening, to act upon the following article:
Article 1:
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions ofRSA 39:1 -a to
hold its annual Town Meeting on the second Tuesday ofMay for the selection
ofTown officers by official ballot and other action required to be inserted on
said official ballot. Town Meeting Warrant Article 3 adopted March 4, 1975
provides for a second session, on a date set by the Selectmen, for the
transaction of other business.
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator, Daniel A. Eaton at
7:00 PM. Those present were the Selectmen, Louis GrandPre\ John Halter,
Chet Pratt and Town Clerk Joan Read.
Motion made by Louis GrandPre' seconded by Chet Pratt to accept
Article 1 as written. Discussion follows. This article goes along with Art. 32
RSA 3 1 :94-a (Optional Fiscal Year) which was adopted at our Town Meeting,
March 20, 2001.
On a voice vote Article 1 is adopted unanimously.
Being no other business the meeting was adjourned by Mary Lou
Eaton, seconded by Sally Cahill at 7:10 PM.
Respectfiilly submitted:
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Brenda Howard, Chairperson Term expires 2005
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Mike Meyer Term expires 2003
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To the inhabitants of the School District in the town of Stoddard quahfied to vote
in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at The James M. Faulkner Elementary School
Multipurpose Room on the 6th day of March 2003 at 7:00 p.m. to act on the
following subjects:
1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot, the following School District officials:
A.
To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000. (six thousand
dollars) to be added to the Stoddard School District Buildings and Grounds Fund as
established in March 2002, for the purpose of providing for any future upgrading,
maintenance or repair of the buildings and grounds. (THIS WARRANT ARTICLE
IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.) (This appropriation is in addition to
Warrant Article #4, the operating budget.) (Majority vote required.)
7. To choose agents and committees in relation to any subject in the warrant.
8. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.











This year the School Board once again struggled to keep our budget within its means
and by October of 2002 we had to freeze the budget. The cause was tuition to Keene for new
students. Last year the school board reviewed its budget and cut money Une by hne and
there was absolutely no buffer anywhere in the budget. For many years, the school board
always included extra tuition for one student to Keene Middle School and one for Keene
High School. That was eliminated a few years ago.
This year, the Board has added that tuition back into its budget. We have five new
students attending Keene schools, which were not included in last year's budget, and we
now have to deficit spend. The Board took every precaution early last year to try to avoid
this, but the amount is too large to cut anywhere else in the budget.
Out-of-district tuition accounts (regular and special education), transportation, debt
service and utilities account for 62% of the budget. The balance includes salaries, benefits,
the cost to run our elementary school and Community Room. The budget we are proposing
this year has increased 11.6 percent, mainly due to tuition increases, which means an
additional $1.40 per thousand to the local school tax.
According to the N.H. Department of Revenue Administration tax rate calculations,
Stoddard's 2001-2002 overall increase was $2.00, which consisted of 0.36 for school; 0.16
state education tax rate; $1.51 town government and $.03 decrease in county government.
We began this past year by hiring a new K-1 teacher, music teacher, special
education aide, nurse and technology coordinator. Jessica Higgins, K-1 teacher, resigned to
take a position at another school district. We held a special meeting in July to conduct
interviews and hired Kathleen Guertin of Lyndeboro. We are very pleased to have Kathy
part of our education team and she is well loved by our students and staff.
Leigh Anne Miner was hired to fill the special education aide position and Ehzabeth
Haley for food preparation. Caleb Wetherbee was hired as the new music teacher and also
agreed to fill the technology coordinator position, left vacant by Maggie Sergeant's
resignation as coordinator. Caleb recently relocated and resigned from those positions,
which has left two vacancies.
After much discussion around an all-day kindergarten, the Board instead decided to
extend the school day fi-om 3:15 to 3:30 p.m. This year kindergarten students are also
participating in both art and music.
Cost savings led the Board to approve replacing seven exit hghts and instaUing two
new ones and replacing the fluorescent hghts, all of which we were reimbursed
approximately 2/3rds ($2,185.) firom Pubhc Service of New Hampshire. Due to safety issues,
we installed a locking mechanism on the inside main doors. We also installed a new phone
system and completed shovdder work around the parking area.
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The Board has obtained a list of repair and maintenance projects for upcoming years
to help us in future budgeting. The Board is again proposing to add funds to the building
maintenance Expendable Trust Fund, created last year to help defray building
maintenance costs. We also continue to address the water situation and federal mandates.
Brenda Howard served on the Keene High School Chmate Fact-Finding Ad Hoc
Committee. The committee identified areas of concern and then developed and
administered a comprehensive survey to KHS parents, students and staff. The information
will be used to help provide a safe and secure learning environment for students and staff.
As many of you are aware, Don Jones is retiring as Superintendent of SAU #24. A
search committee has been formed and wUl soon begin reviewing appUcations and will
recommend 3 to 4 finalists to the Full School Boards for final selection.
After several requests to meet with our board, Keene SAU #29 did mail us a letter
stating the cost to join their SAU would be $120,000 to $150,000, which includes the cost of
an assistant superintendent and an administrative assistant, none of which costs would be
shared with any other towns though we would need to share the position. The board has
decided to look no further into this.
Other issues the board addressed this year:
• The board asked the State Department of Transportation and Laidlaw
Transportation to review all of our bus stops, including new ones, for safety issues.
• The slide on the playground is deteriorating and wUl be taken down this year. The
PTO and local community members are hoping to sponsor a major fundraiser,
possibly an auction in the Spring, to raise funds to improve our playground. Brenda
Howard has already raised and donated $82 toward new equipment.
• The Board also approved sponsoring the local soccer and basketball programs for our
students.
• We reviewed and updated the FaciUties Use PoHcy and adopted a new School Money
PoHcy.
• An American Citizenship Award was estabUshed to honor students in good standing.
The Board would once again like to thank our volunteers and the Stoddard PTO for
their many hours of volunteering at our school, fundraisers held to benefit our school and
programs they have sponsored. We also want to express our appreciation to our staff and









This fall, we started off the school year with some new staff members. Kathy
Guertin is our new K/1 teacher. Kathy hves in Lyndeborough with her husband, son and
daughter. Ehzabeth Haley is this year's food speciaHst. Ehzabeth hves in Stoddard with
her husband and two daughters.
In the spring of 2002, the entire school, staff and students, once again got together
as part of our Earth Day celebration to clean up, spruce up, and beautify our school and
the surrounding area. Several groups were organized so that each one could work on a
different project. Some of these projects involved the spreading of bark mulch around the
center island, picking up any garbage found on the school grounds, and the weeding of the
school's plant beds.
Once again, students brought flowering plants to various nursing homes, housing
for the elderly, and local senior citizens. This provides for such a wonderful experience,
since the students are involved from the very beginning with the planting and caring of
the flowers. They then get to take these beautiful plants out into the community to be
shared and enjoyed. Much exchanging of thoughts and ideas occurs when the students
get together with the seniors. It is quite a heartwarming event! Once again, the
greenhouse has provided us with a great scientific and social program.
The K/l class had a busy beginning this past fall. To start off, they completed a
unit on the Monarch butterfly, including a mobile on its life cycle. In an on-going study of
plants, the students studied pumpkins and planted bulbs in front of the school before
e£irly snow. They also grew an amaryUis, charting its growth each week. It did bloom in
time for the hoUdays.
Hohdays play an important part in the students' year. At Halloween, the students
dressed for the annual parade around the school. At Thanksgiving, they attended the
school feast dressed as Pilgrims and Indians. The K/l class enjoyed mixing and
measuring to make the cornbread for this meal. Thanksgiving was also a time to
complete a unit on families. This included making a number of murals to show what
famihes enjoy doing together and how members of famOies work together and help each
other.
The hohdays also brought a study of celebrations as the students learned about
Chanukah, Christmas, Kwanza, and Chinese New Year. They performed the play, "A
Flea On Santa's Tree?" at the hohday program. The students have displayed a class quilt
in the hallway each month, focusing on a theme, such as a hohday, cooperation, and
friendship.
In January, the class is having a Super Bowl Read-a-Thon to use their new skills.
They will design a football helmet, earn football points for books read, and end the Read-a-
Thon with a Super Bowl Sundae Ice Cream party.
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Mrs. Sergeant's 2/3 class spent the fall learning about habitats and ecology.
Students studied different habitats and their cycles before creating a Hving habitat in the
classroom. Students also worked as a collaborative team to create a research project
about a specific habitat and then presented it orally in front of the entire class for
evaluation. Students have also been reading fairy tales because they allow chQdren to
name and give body to some of their fears and angers, such as the fear of abandonment
(Hansel and Gretel) . sibhng rivalry (Cinderella) , and growing up (Sleeping Beauty ). And
lastly, because children love them and learn better reading skills!
The students also participated in a service-learning project to help schools in Africa
get books for their classrooms. Students in Mrs. Sergeant's class read over one hundred
books by December 6, 2002 and Scholastic Book Company sent 100 books to a school in
Africa. The ultimate goal is to encourage students to become life-long learners.
Mr. LaFleur's 4/5 class started the school year off by learning about sea life, which
goes along with their reading program for Sarah. Plain and Tall . For Science lessons,
students are placed in small groups of 3 or 4 students, and work on doing experiments in
order to test various theories about sea life. After the class completed reading this book,
they then read The Whipping Boy . With this new book came a whole new theme, The
Middle Ages. Now students were learning aU about knighthood, castles and jousting
tournaments. Since there is so much metal involved with this time period, due to the
many suits of armor, the class has been studying about magnetism, investigating the
various strengths of different kinds of magnets, as well as some helpful uses for magnets.
The 4/5 class has also been taking a closer look at our own country, the United
States of America. The students have studied how and why our nation is divided up into
regions. They have also been looking at the many kinds of landforms, which cover our
country, and the different cHmates that are within our one nation. Sharpening up with
their mapping skills has been a big help, in their pursuit for further knowledge of our
country. Fourth and fifth graders have been using latitude and longitude to locate
various places, and they have begun using elevation maps to see the differences in height
levels of many different landforms.
Our school has continued to grow and develop with the changing world. All of the
staff members at our school contribute much time and effort into making our school the
successful, educational facihty it is. We often get positive feedback about how weU the
Stoddard students do in the Keene schools. This would not be possible without such a













Stoddard Buildings and Grounds Expendable Trust Fund
Expendable Trust Fund Balance as 7/1/02 $0.00
Added Income in 2002 $6,000.00
Interest Earned $9.52
Balance in Expendable Trust Account at 12/30/02 $6,009.52
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Stoddard School District
1998 Multipurpose Room Addition Bond
Bonds dates: 7/22/1998
1998 Series A Non Guaranteed








Reporting of Special Education Cost
As Required by RSA 32:ll-a
etailed Expense Data for Special Education [Data for Handicapped/Disabled Only] [All Funds]




The records of the Treasurer for the Stoddard School District have been examined
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2002.
In the opinion of this auditor, the Cash Account as presented together with
supporting documentation presents fairly the financial position for the fiscal year.
These records conform to generally accepted accounting principles apphed using







STODDARD, NEW HAMPSHIRE SCHOOL DISTRICT





The meeting opened at 7:05pin at the James M. Faulkner Elementary School. Present
were Business Manager, Jim Crane; Superintendent, F. Donald Jones; Board
Chairman, Brenda Howard; Board member Carol Clark; Clerk, Helen Hayes; and
Moderator, Dan Eaton. Also present were Principal; Mark LaFleur, Maggie Sergeant,
Jessica Higgins, Janice Dialessi and Stoddard voters.
Moderator Dan Eaton called the meeting to order at 7:05pm
ARTICLE #1 - OPENING OF THE POLLS - MaryLou Eaton moves that the poUs be
open for voting from 7:05 to 8:00pm or the end of the meeting. Brenda Howard
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ARTICLE #2 - Brenda Howard moves that the District accepts the reports of agents,
auditors, committees, and other of&cers as printed in the Annual report. Helen Hayes
seconded the motion. The voters approved the motion by voice vote.
ARTICLE #3 - Carol Clark moves that the District estabhsh the salaries of the School
Board and fix compensation for other officers and agents as included in the 2002-2003
budget. Brenda Howard seconded the motion. The voters approved the motion by voice
vote.
ARTICLE #4 - Brenda Howard moves that the District raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,164,916 (one milhon, one hundred sixty four thousand, nine hundred sixteen
dollars) for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries of School District officials
and agents, and for the payment of statutory obhgations of the District. Helen Hayes
seconded the motion.
*Voters questioned why oior 3rd grade students test results are not posted in the
local paper. Don Jones explained that we need to have more than 12 students taking
the test. The biU that President Bush signed for Education wiU go into effect the school
year of 2003-2004.
*Voters questioned why we do not look into all day kindergarten. Education is
very important in children's lives. School Board will look into this at their next
meeting.
*Voters questioned the increase in the SAU budget. Carol Clark explained they
moved into a new building and hired a full-time assistant superintendent. The board
will look into SAU #29 again.
*Kate Pollock made a motion to increase the budget by $5,700.00 to keep the fuU
time aid for next year. Seconded by Angela Bush. Harry Power made a motion to have
a ballot vote. Seconded by Brenda Howard and three other town voters. Voters made a
ballot vote; results were as follows: 20 yes 20 no. The moderator broke the tie. The
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results were: 20 yes 21 no. This position will be a part-time aid position next year.
There was a lot of discussion on this subject among voters.
The voters approved the original article motion to raise and appropriate $1,164,916 by
voice vote.
*Voters wanted to know what the SAU does that the town does not have to do.
Don Jones and Jim Crane went over the duties to the town voters.
AETICLE #5 - Carol Clark moves that the District estabhsh an Expendable Trust Fund
pursuant to provisions of RSA 198:20-c, in which the principal and interest may be
appropriated and expended, to be known as the Stoddard School District Buildings and
Grounds Fund, for the purpose of providing for any future upgrading, maintenance or
repair of the buildings and grounds, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000 (six
thousand dollars) to be placed in the fund. Further, to designate the School Board as
agents to expend from the fund. Brenda Howard seconded the motion. The voters
approved the motion by voice vote.
ARTICLE #6 - MaryLou Eaton moves that the District shall vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $18,000 (eighteen thousand dollars) to pave the remaining areas
of the school driveway/parking area at the James M. Faulkner Elementary School.
This article is presented by Petition. (This appropriation is in addition to Warrant
Article #4, the operating budget). (Majority vote required). Patricia McMahon seconded
the motion. The voters approved the motion by voice vote.
ARTICLE #7 - To choose agents and committees in relation to any subject in the
warrant. No action taken.
ARTICLE #8 - To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting. No action taken.
VOTING RESULTS - PoUs closed at 8:35pm
Moderator - Dan Eaton
School Board Member - Brenda Howard
School Board Member - Michael Meyer
Clerk - Helen Hayes
Treasurer - Joan Read
Auditor - Virginia Grandpre'
Motion made by MaryLou Eaton to adjourn at 8:35pm seconded by Sandy Sherman.






Student List 2002 - 2003







































































































































School Administrative Unit #24
Report of the Superintendent of Schools
To the Citizens of the School Districts of Henniker, John Stark, Stoddard and
Weare:
Please accept the enclosed as my final report as yovir superintendent of
schools.
I have been involved with SAU #24 for twenty years, two as the Principal of
the Henniker schools when it was a Kindergarten through Grade 12 arrangement,
seven years as Assistant Superintendent of Schools and eleven years as your
Superintendent of Schools.
I trust that you will take some time and review the enclosed information as it
pertains to yearly reports as well as financial summaries and budget proposals.
The school administrators, staff and school board members have worked very
diligently over the past year to provide quality programs for our students. As you
review the information I anticipate that the documents will assist you in making
informed decisions as the 2003-2004 budgets are presented.
As we are very well aware, the schools can not operate in a vacuum, the
support and commitment that many of you are making is very much appreciated.
By continuing to work together, the students are the winners. The dedicated staff,
administrators, school board members, volunteers, parents, guardians, civic
organizations, and the untold others are the reasons why our schools are as
successful as they are.
We continually strive to improve the way we are offering curriculum, the
atmosphere for learning, the development of improved strategies in deahng with all
students and working with parents in productive ways to enhance the education of
our students. We encourage students to continue to expect more from themselves
and to reach higher for fulfillment of their goals.
I would like to thank you for the opportunity to work in SAU #24 and I am





School Administrative Unit #24
2003-2004 Budget
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION SAU #24 SAU #24 SAU #24
ADOPTED BUDGET DOPTED BUDGET PROPOSED BUDGET
2001/2002 2002/2003 2003/2004
Computer Support Contract Service

PROPERTY VALUATIONS AND TAXES
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TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
AADALEN, RICHARD J &
AADALEN, RICHARD J &
AADALEN, RICHARD J &
ABBOTT, ELMONT E & NANCY G
ABBOTT, ELMONT E & NANCY G





ABERT, THOMAS D. & SUSAN R.
ADAMS, JOHN H & JUNE J.
AGATI, MARGARET E. ETAL
AHNTHOLZ, ROSS C &
ALBERT FAMILY REVOCABLE
ALBERT LIVING TRUST, MARCEL
ALLEN, QUINCY L & ANNIE L
ALLEN, RONALD R & PATRICIA
AMES, ANNEM
AMREIN, BARBARA J.
ANDERSON, GENE & GAIL
ANDERSON, GENE & GAIL













ANTONELLI, JOHN A & JEAN T
APRILE, ANTHONY J (COL) &
ARRL\, SALVATORE A.
ATA, NANETTE
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,




AUDUBON SOCIETY OF NH
AYOTTE, RONALD A
BADOREK, STEVEN ETALS
BADOREK, STEVEN ETALS %
BAILEY, HARRY A & NANCY N
BAILEY, MARK A & GEIUANNE B
BAKER, RONALD
BAKUN, DAVID E























































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
BALDINI, DONALD J. & ELLYN C.
BALLOU, GARY F & JASON
BALLOU TRUST, F. HAROLD
BALSIS, ROBERT J & DLWE, REl
BALSIS, ROBERT J & DLANE, REl
BANGS, PAUL F & BEVERLY
BARKER, DEANE A & LOUISE A
BARKER, GERALD B
BARKER, GERALD B





BARRETT, DAVID A & HOLLY B.
BARRETT, JOHN J & JANICE B
BARTIS, KAREN L.
BARTLETT, CHARLESM
BEAM JR., RICHARD P
BECKLEY, JESSIE I, ETALS
BECKWrra, RALPH V & HARRIET
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BELANGER, MICHAEL R & HEIN,
BELL, JOHNR & CAROLYN A
BELLAND, MARC P, & DLANE P.
BELLAND, MARC P. & DLANE P.
BELLAND, MARC P & DIANE P
BELTZ, WILLL^M R. & FRANCES
BELTZ, WILLL^MR & FRANCES
BENEDICT, PAUL
BENEDICT, RICHARD & JOAN,
BENNETT, GERDA A, ETALS






BERNAGOZZI, ARMAND E, JR.
BERNAS, EDWARD G &
BERNIER, CARMEN
BERNIER, GERARD L
BERNIER, GERARD L &
BETZ, RICHARD L & PENELOPE
BEVERSTOCK, CAROLINE
BEZIO, PHILIP L & BONNIE L
BILLS, OLGA ETAL C/O ARTHUR
BIONDINO, RALPHR & JUNEM
BIONDINO, RALPH R & JUNEM
BISSELL, JAMES H
BISSET, JOHNW & BARBARA E

















134-39/ RTE 123 ISLANDPOND
421-19/BACKLANDC9TBBR
117-16/HLDLar22,BIIX}






1 1S45TO47 /WF,Sl£LOrS 53,543LDGS
110-24/HLDLOT64





























TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
BIXBY, ROBERT C & WENDY
BLAIR, ROBERT G., Ill & ELLEN
BLMSDELL, JR. RAYMOND A. &
BLANCHARD, Theodore M. Jr. &
BLOCK, STANLEY A & CLAIREW
BLOMBERG, RAOUL BRUCE
BLOMBERG, RAOUL BRUCE
BODGE, FREDERICK A &
BONCZAR, JOANNE
BOND, RANDALL T & DAWN A
BOOTH, JEFFREY L & KATHLEEN
BORLAND, JOSEPH P & GAE
BORLAND, JOSEPH P & GAE
BOTTICELLO, MICHAEL T &
HOTTING, TRACY L. & ROBERT
BOURN, RODNEY E & HELENM
BOWMAN, ROBERT G. TRUSTEE
BOWNE, CHRISTOPHER L. &
BOWRING, MARGARET
BOWRING, MARGARET
BRAGG, LESTER & ELIZABETH A
BRANON, BIUAN & LORI
BREAULT, DAVID L &
BREAULT, DAVID L &
BRETON, FREDERICK S. &
BRIERE, CAROLE A
BRIERE, CAROLE PETERSON
BROOKS, JAMES C & NANCYW
BROOKS, JAMES C & NANCYW
BROOKS, KEVEN A & BONNIEM
BROOKS, ROGER L. & PATRICLA.
BROTHERHOOD OF HOPE, INC.
BROWN, BURLE.m
BROWN, Lewis D. & Bemadette
BROWN, Lewis E. & Bemadette
BROWN, RICHARD C
BROWN, RICHARD C
BROWN, RICHARDM & LISA
BRUNELLE, MAURICE E &
BRUNELLE, MAURICE E &
BRYER, JAMES H & BRENDA J
BSG & COMPANY
BUCELEWICZ, WILLL«lM &
BUCKOVITCH, MARK P. & LONA
BULL, AVIS I.
BUNKER, DANIEL W. JR
BUNKER, GENE R. & ROSEANN
BUNKER, GENE R & ROSEANN
BUNN, RICHARD B & PRISCILLA
BUNN, RICHARD B & PRISCILLA
BURDETT, MICHEAL JAMES &
BURGE, JOSEPH L JR & MARIA
BURKE, HOWARD J & BONNIE S
BURKE, STEPHEN E & MARIE C

























































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
BURR, HAROLD L & MARGO M
BURR, HAROLD L & MARGO M
BURT, CHARLES R
BURT, CHARLES R
BURTON, RICHARD A &
BUSH, CHARLES R & SANDRA A
BUSH, JEFFREY & ANGELA
BUSH, RAYMOND B & FRANCES
BYRNE, MARY E
BYRNE, MARY E
CAHILL, BRL'^W & DONNA
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CALLINAN, WILLLMVI &






CARLIN, KEVIN & JANIS G
CARLISLE, DALE & CAROL
CARLISLE, DENNIS WAYNE &
CARLISLE, DENNIS WAYNE &
CARLISLE RESTORATION
CARLOTTO REALTY TRUST
CARLSON, RUSSELL R, JR &
CARLSON & STEELE
CARLSON, WILLIAM A &
CARRAS, PETER J & DEBRA A
CARROLL, DANIEL J. & ROSALLA
CARROLL, DAVID & DLANE
CARUSO, JAMES J. & MARIE F.
CASTOR, MARILYN N.
CASTOR, SUSAN J; TRUSTEE
CASWELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE ,
CASWELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE
CAVALLERO, RICHARD & LYNN
CAVALLERO, RICHARD & LYNN
CECE, ELIZABETH J; CECE,
CERBONE, MATTHEW B. &
CHAGNON, NANCY G




CHAMPAGNE, NORMAN L &
CHAMPNEY, ALAN M. & PAMELA
CHAMPNEY, JAMES E, JR &
CHAMPNEY, RONALD E & AMY
CHANDLER, CHARLES
CHANDLER, CHARLES
CHAPMAN, LEONA E & BURNO,

























































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
CHAPPELL, JULIE A.
CHARTIER, JAMES & TERRY
CHASE REVOC. TST % WM &






CmiELLO, JOHN L. & MARY ANN
CITY GATE RETAIL
CLARK, CHARLES P.
CLARK, DENNIS A & SARA G
CLARK, DENNIS A. SR & CAROL
CLARK, DENNIS & CAROL
CLARK. JOHN A & PAULINE W
CLARK, JOHN R. & LINDA E.
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A& JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B






CLINE, MARGARET B., TRUSTEES
CLINE, THADDEUS & LEE A







COHEN, SUSAN M & TOD ALAN
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLE, CALVIN C, SR & GLADYS
COLE, EDWARD C & JOANNE C
COLLEY, LOUISE % E & B
COLLIER, FRANK M & RITA M
COLLIER, STEPHEN M
COMFORT, LAWRENCE & MARY
CONGDON, WILLL\M S. & JUNE
CONGDON, WILLL^lM S. & JUNE
CONGDON, WILLIAM S & JUNE;
CONGREVE, WILLIAM & JEAN W
CONKLIN, DWIGHT E.
CONNOLLY, Michael R. &
CONNOLLYJVIichael R. &
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
121-15/FRMNLOTA,BLDG



























































COOK, JOHNW & VERAM
COPELAND, LAWRENCE M. &
CORONER, KENNETH, JR &






COREY, JAMES A & BEVERLY R 110-33/HLDLOT51
CORRIEVEAU, WARREN PETER llSt-20/WFJUDLOT27A
COSKER, JOHN & LINDA S
COSTIN, DAVID, JR & CLAIRE S
COTE, RICHARD & JUDITH
COTTER, BERNARD P & AGNES
COTTER, TIMOTHY J &
COURTEMANCHE, ROGER L &
COLIRTNEY, JOHN & MAIUA
COYNE, JOHN D. & COHEN,
CRESSY, JOHN E & NANCY J
CRESSY, JOHN E & NANCY J










126^ /RT 123 LC1T,BIJXjS
424-29/ARKWDLOTI6
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA 424-24/ATENRDLOT,BmGS
CROAN, PETER B 102-63& 64/WF3LS S243,2423IiXJS
CROSIER, THOMAS C. & PAULA 128-09/RT 123LOT^UXiS
CROSS, MIRLE C 411-1212/OARLAND
CROWELL, JOSEPH E& JANE C 102-56/WFJVERLOT33II3G
CURNUTTE, JAMES R& SANDRA 1184B/WHTYLOT46MHSHEDS
CURRAN, JAMESM
CURRAN. JAMESM






















DAVENPORT, GEORGE F & LISA 116<B /SI£LCIT314
DAVENPORT, LISA
DAVIS, BIUAN
DAVIS, JAMES H & SANDRA C,
DAVIS, JEFFERY A. & DAVIS,
DAVIS, JOHN R
DAVIS, ROBERTA R.
DE ANGELIS, THOMAS R
DEANGELIS, EDSON R.
DECHELLIS, EDWARD P. &
DELEON, KAREN L.
DELUDE, RICHARD A.













DEMEOLA, WILLL\M & PATRICL\ 127-08&09/ANDRDLOr31JXiS
DEMHIS, DAVID C 130-15 /RT 123LOT
DEMERS, DAVID C&MARCL\R 41601 /BACKLAND
DHPIERREFEU, ALAIN Y 422-16/BACKLANDC»TRT9
DERMANOUELLW, ARAM 421-17/BACXLASD
CUR U TOTAL
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
DERBY, TROY M & TRAGI L
DESISTO, MICHELrNA &
DESROSIERS, REED B. &
DEVEAU, ALBERT R & DORIS I
DI SCALA, MICHAEL L & KAREN
DICORCDV, ARLENE
DIDONATO, JAMES A &
DILUZIO, CHARLES N &
DINES, JOSEPH & SYLVL\
DIONNE, PAUL J & PAMELA R
DOMPIERRE, GAETAN J &
DONEGAN, JOHN T
DONEGAN, JOHN T
DOODY, ROBERT E, JR & LEIGH
DOOLnTLE, CHERYL A
DOTSON, EVELYN L.
DOUGAL, WALTER A, TRUSTEE
DOUGENECK, BARBARA A
DOUGENECK, BARBARAA
DOW, LEONARD A & JANET C
DOWSE, SARA B. TRUSTEE
DOYLE, THOMAS R
DRESCHER,PETERJ.
DRISCOLL, FRANCIS J JR &
DRISCOLL, LINDA & CLYDE E
DRIVER, JOHN J
DUBE, RONALD R & JOYCE
DUBE, RONALD R & JOYCE
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSANM
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSANM
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSANM
DUFFY, RAND & DAWN
DUGAN, NORBERT L & DORIS E.
DUHAMEL, CLAUDETTE E.
DUMAINE ffl, FREDERICK C. &
DUNCAN, DAVID J & DEBORAH
DURAL, BRUCE T & SUSAN J
DURAND, EDWARD A &
DURAND, NOREEN J
DURHAM, DENISE J.
DURWARD, KATHLEEN R &
DWYER, DAVID & ALINE
DWYER, DAVID & ALINE
DWYER, DAVID & ALINE ETAL
DWYER, MAURICE F & JANICE G
EADES, ROBERT A
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EASTMAN, RALPH V & MARY L
EATON,DLWA P., TRUSTEE
EATON, DLANA P., TRUSTEE
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
EATON, DIANA P., TRUSTEE









EDSON JR., EDWARD A.
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISEM
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISEM
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISEM
EDSON, PfflLIP L& LOUISEM
EDWARDS, JAMES L &
EDWARDS, JAMES L &
EININGIS, STANLEY
ELLIOTT, JAMES A. & CANDACE
ELLIOTT, JAMES & CANDACE D.
ELLIOTT, JR. DAVID W. & MARY
ELLIOTT, RANDY
ELLIS, BARBARA L & WALTER E
ELLIS, DANIELM & KATHLEEN A
EMBREY, MARK & EMILY
ENGLUND, ROBERT J. &
ENZLER, MARIO & JULIE C/O J.
ERLER, JOEL F, NOREEN & JON F
EVES, LLOYD & MARION
EWELS, CHARLES & BARBARA
EWELS,CHARLES J. & BARBARA
SWING, JAMES D & RUTH D
FABRIZIO, DEAN RYAN &
FARINA, JOCELYN F. ETAL
FARINA, JOCELYN F. ETAL
FARINA, JOCELYN F. ETAL
FARRELL, SHAUN & MARGARET
FARRELL, SHAUN & MARGARET
FARRELL, SHAUN R &
FAULKNER, ANNE H & KING,
FAULKNER, CHARLES S &
FAULKNER, CHARLES S. &
FAULKNER,R KIMBALL
FAULKNER, H KIMBALL
FAULKNER, HENRY & KATE
FAULKNER, ROSEMARY
FEE, ROBERT A. & SHELLY L.
FH.PO, FRANCES
FELPO, FRANCES
FELTUS, CARROLLM & JOYCE
FENTON, PHILLIP & TONI
FERNANDES, DOMINGO P. &
FERNER, DAVID R & BETTY
FERNWOOD ROAD PROP.


































135-41 TO 43 /TFDLOTS (L9 INT)
D549/BEACH(ly9INT)
135-50/WF,TFDLOTL431JX}
102-012& 013 /HLSLOT SJ9A, S79
1Q2-016& 017/HLSLOT S83, S843IIXi


















TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
FIASCONARO, GEORGE
FICKETT, KARL L. SR &
FIONDELLA, ALPHONSE J &
FIONDELLA, ANGELINA A




FLANAGAN, HARRY G. ID &
FLANAGAN, HARRY G m &







FLINK, HELEN ESTATE, %
FLINK, HELEN ESTATE, %
FLOOD, SCOTT WILLLAM
FONTAINE, JEANM
FORCIER, THOMAS J. & LUCILLE
FORD, BRLW & DEBORAH J
FOREHAND, STEPHEN D &
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS
FORSYTH, WILLIAM G & JOAN
FOSBERRY, CHARLES F & LEIGH
FRAULINI, BARBARA G &
FREDRICKSEN, ARTHUR E &
FREEPORT DEVELOPMENT, INC.
FREESE, BETSY & LINDSAY
FULLER, WAYNE & CARRIE
FULLING, LESTER F & ROSEM
FULLING, LESTER F & ROSE M
FULTON, WAYNE S & AMY L
FYFE, BRADFORD
GABERSECK, TIMOTHY J. &
GAGNON, DAVID R & NANCY L
GAGNON, GLENN P & LAURAM
GALBREATH, GERALD D. &
GALBREATH, GERALD D. &
GALBREATH, GERALD D. &
GALBREATH, GERALD D. &
GALEY, HELEN F




GALLUP, PATRICL\ & MINARD,
GALLUP, PATRICL^ & MINARD,
GALLUP, PATRICL^ & MINARD,
GANLEY, MARYM

























































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OFRECORD
GARDNER, MARY HELEN
GARLAND, RICHARD L. &
GARNETT, GORDON A & JOAN
GARNETT, GORDON A. &
GASS, EDWARD R, ffl & LINDA A
GATES, FAITH & JENNIFER J.
GAY, EVELYN R c/o Patricia
GAY, EVELYN R c/o Patricia
GAY, EVELYN R c/o Patricia
GAY, JERROLD R., TRUSTEE
GAY TRUST, LOIS WEINGARTER
GEBHARDT, RICHARD L &
GEDDES, PAUL
GESICK, ROBERT G
GETTY, ALFRED W. JR. & IRENE
GETTY, VIVLAN L, STEPHEN E &
GL^NFERRARI, EDMUND A &
GIBBS, KENNETH N. & MONA M.
GIBBS, KENNETH N. & MONA M.
GIBBS, KENNETH N. & MONA M.
GILCHREST, PHILIP W, JR
GILLESPIE, MARY H ESTATE
GLANCE, MARY
GLEBUS, MARYL
GLOERSEN, THOMAS R &
GOBBI, JUDITH M. H.
GODFREY, JOSEPH P &
GOLDSTEIN, JA1>JINE
GOLDSTEIN, JANINE
GOMEZ, RICHARD E. & PUTNAM,
GOODALE, ROBERT C
GOODELL, DUANE E JR ETAL




GOSTYLA, PETER J. &
GOSTYLA, PETER J. &
GOTTEL,DEBRAA,
GOULART, JOSEPH & DONNA
GOULET, LEOPOLD & PAULINE
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRIMNA
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA
GRADY, LESLIE J & PAUL A
GRADY, LESLIE J & PAUL A
GRADY, LESLIE J & PAUL A
GRADY, LESLIE J & PAUL A
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E &















124-03, 30& 31 /WFJLSULOTS 19203LDG






















































GRIESBACH, EDGAR H & JUDITH
GRIESBACH, EDGAR H & JUDITH
GRIEZE-JURGELEVICIUS,
GRIEZE-JURGELEVICIUS,
GRIFFON REVOC. FAMILY TRUST
GRIFFON Revocable Trust, Robert R
GRINUK, MARKA & CHARLENE
GRISKONIS, JOSEPH










HAAS, FREDERICK ffl & KAREN P
HACBCETT, RONALD




HALEY in, ROBERT &
HALL, FRANK (REV) & ANITA
HALL, JAMES A & HIROKO T
HALL, WAYNE G & KATHY A
HALTER, JOHN D & DLWE G
HAMEL, RONALD L & TUOZZOLI,
HAMILTON, CAROL & JOHNSON,
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA
HAMILTON, PHILIP & DONNA
HAMPOLW, HARRY & DLWE
HAMPOL\N, HARRY & DIANE
HAMPTON, WILLL\M C, JR
HAMPTON, WILLL^M C, JR
HANNA, ALAN L & ALICEM
HANNAFORD, FRANK K. &
HANSON FAMILY TRUST 1/2
HANSON, JEAN M
HANSON, SUSAN
HARDY, ROBERT H. & JULIA M.
HARMON, A VTRGINLV TRUSTEE
HARPER, ANGELINE
HARPER, MARK S & GLOIUA
HARRINGTON, RICHARD I


















135-15& 16/RT 123 LOTSpiiXJ
137-52&55/WF,GLLOT(2/3INr)
102-018TO 021 /HLS S85TO SST^IDG
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HAYES, CASEY J. & HELEN M.
HAYES, GLORL\ E & EVANS,
HAYES, JOSEPH S & ARLENE C
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HEALEY, BRUCE E.
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual






HEBERT, ARTHUR L & NANCY A
HEBERT, PAMELA
HECK, LOUIS K & LYNN D
HECK, LOUIS K & LYNN D
HEIM, AUDREY, M
HENDERSON, K DOUGLAS &
HENNESSEY, JAMES F &
HERMAN, PAUL E & JEANNE A
HERMAN, WILLLUl J &
HERNE, JAMES & RUTH

















HILCHEY REALTY TRUST OF
HILDRETH, ALICE
HILDRETH, STEVEN P. & JOAN P.
HILDRETH, WILLLMvI L
HILL, KENNETH & LUCILLE
HILL, PETER B. JR.
HILL,ROGER & CAROL
HILL, ROGER M.
HILL, ROGER M & CAROLM









HODGSON, MARK S. & SHERRI L.
HOFFMAN, CAROLYN C &
HOFFMAN, JR. JOHN E. & JEAN
HOGG, FRANKW & GWENNETH
HOGUE, TIMOTHY E & WOODS,
HOLDA, FELIX JOHN &
HOLLAND, DONALD, JR
HOLLAND, DONALD R &
HOLLAND, JANET L.
HOLLAND, RICHARD
HOLLAND, RICHARD D. & HEIDI
HOLLOWAY, WILLLMVl E & JANE
HOLLOWAY, WILLIAM E & JANE
HOLMES, DAVID S
HOLMES, ROBERT L & DENISE
HOMEYER, WILLIAM P &
HOMFELD LFVING TRUST
HOMFELD LIVING TRUST
HOPKINS, FRED W & EDNA F.
HORSFALL, JAMES H
HOTCHKISS, JED D
HOULIHAN, BRL\N & NANCY
HOWARD, LAUREN C & BRENDA
HOWELL, JAMES E
HOWELL, JAMES E
HUARD, AIME, JR & DEBRA L
HUBER, DEAN G & RUTH E
HUDA, Petra A. & Kimberly A.
HUNTER, ALAN & LINDA
HUSSEY, CHRISTINE M.
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C &
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C &
HUSTED, VIRGINLai S C &
HUSTED, WAYNE H. & VIRGINL\
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OFRECORD
HYATT, JAMES & ALICE
HYDE, CHARLES E, SR
INACIO, JOHN W. & CONSTANCE
INGERSON, FRED E., TRUSTEE
INTERVIROS TRUST
IRELAND, NATHANIEL F &
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY
rVES, DAVID & ELAINE
JACKSON Family 2002 Revocable
JACKTER, FRANKLIN & ANN C
JACOBS, DAVID & LAURA F
JAMES, RONALD W & JANICE G
JAMES, RONALD W & JANICE G
JAREST, DAVID G. & LYNN M.
JARVIS, STEPHEN S, UI &







JOHNSEN, BRL^N E & KRISTEN L
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
JOHNSON, LESTER M;









JUBERT, MICHAEL J & KAREN J
JUBERT, WILLIAM R & TERESA R
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KAHLER, HENRIETTA M.
KAHLER, HENRIETTA M.
KAPANTAIS, STEPHEN & LORNA
KAPU, JERRY E & SOPHIE
KATHAN, JAMES C & TERESA A
KAVALAUSKAS, VITOLD J &
KAVALAUSKAS, VITOLD J&
KAVSIAN, ANDREW & FALZONE,
KELLY, JAMES L, & JEAN K.
KENNEDY, WILLWlM & PATRICIA
KENT, KENNETHM & EWELS,
KENYON, LINDAM
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
424-12/ARKWDLOT8
IISUM/HLDLOTICM
1 18-1 1 /WHTYLOT 21JBLDGS
1Q2-74& 75 /WFJ^LS S232,S231,BIJXJ
120-10/WFJTILOT63IJXjS
408^/RT 123LAND^UXjS




































101-114& 1 15 /HLSLOTS S307,S308
101-88TO90/WFHLS S20652083LDG
















KERCEWICH, JERRY, JR &
KERNOZICKY, KONSTANTIN
KEYES, CHRISTOPHER A &
KIEHN, ERIC & VIRGINIA Z
KIEHN, ERIC & VIRGEsrtA Z.
KIELY, ROBERT & CHRISTINEM
KILEY, MILDRED
KILLEFFER, ROBERT A,JR&
KIMBALL, STANLEY & MYRNA
KING, ANNETTE S. ETAL
KINGSBURY, MARY K
KINGSBURY, MARY K (1/5 INT)
KINGSBURY, MARY K W, ETAL
KINGSBURY, ROBERT W.
KIRBER, WILLL-^M M. &
KIRBER, WILLL^M M. &
KIRBY, JOSEPH F & ELIZABETH P
KNOWLTON, ROBERT H. &
KOCmS, LAURA B C/O
KOCHIS, LAURA B C/O
KOELLER, JAMES JAY &
KRASINSKI, BERNARD & IRMA
KRASINSKI, BERNARD & IRMA
KRAVARK, GEORGE R &
KRIDER, MARK R & DEBORAH L
KRIDER, MARK R & DEBORAH L





KUBECK, GERALD E &
KUEHL, JOHN F, JR & BETH E
KUEHN, SHERRY W
KUMPU, WALTERR & MARJORIE












LAFLAMME, ROGER E & CLAIRE
LAFLEUR, MARK R & LISAM
LAFRENIER, DERRICK J
LAKE, DONALD K. & MELINDA J.
LAKE, SAMUEL L.
LAKEFALLS ASSOCIATION






























































LAMORDER, JAMES K ETAL
LAMORDER, JAMES K. ETAL
LAMOTHE, PATRICIA J.
LANDALE, DEAN
LANGILLE, EDWARD D & HAZEL
LANNON, MICHAEL Hm & LISA
LARAWAY, GEORGE A & NANCY
LARAWAY, GEORGE A & NANCY
LARIVIERE, CHRISTOPHER J
LASKY, SYLVIA RHOMBERG &
LASKY, SYLVM. RHOMBERG &
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G., TRUSTEE
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G. ,
LAVIGNE, RANDOLPHE G. &
LAWSON, ELISABETH A. ETAL
LEDWITH, ROSWELL B &
LEE, HENRY R, JR & MARY




LEKBERG, JIMM & REBECCA H
LEMIEUX, DAVID K & JEANM











LES, JOHN & JANICE
LES, JOHN & JANICE
LESSARD, AIME E. JEANNEH
LESSER, DAVID B. &
LEVERING, CHESTER E & DEBRA
LEVERING, CHESTER E & DEBRA
LEVESQUE, PAUL E & BRENDA E
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARLW F
LEYDEN, RICHARD & BARBARA
LEYDEN, RICHARD F &
LEYDEN, RICHARD F &
LEYDEN, RICHARD F &




LIGHTBODY, FRANK W. &
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR &
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LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR &
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR &
UGHTBODY, JOHN L JR &
LIGHTBODY, JOHN LEROY




LOGAN, DAVID K & DEBRA E
LOPEZ-MATA, KRISTEN E. &
LOPROTO, ANTHONY C& LINDA 110-12/1111)LOT281
LOUGHREY, DAVIDK& JUDITH 127-47/WF/JORDL0T3IiXjS
LOUNSBURY, BLAIR ETAL 11941 /WF,CNGRVEL0T23IJXjS
LOVELAND, JEREMY J & KAREN 131-25/WFJvKDCMLar 17,BIX)G











LOY, REINHARD S & OLIVIAM
LUBRANO, CYNTHL\, J
LUND, EARLE L. & MARY N.
LUSSIER, THOMAS J. &
LYMAN, ROBERT
LYONS, JENNIFER & MICHAEL
LYONS, JENNIFER & MICHAEL
LYONS, JENNIFER & MICHAEL
LYONS, KEVIN & CLAUDLA
LYONS, THOMAS R
MACALLISTER, JOHN & JOAN
MACEACHRAN, JOHNH &
MACEACHRAN, JOHNH &
MACKENZIE, WARREN A. &
MACKINNON, RONALD P &
























1 13-41 /CARRLOT 13E,BLDG
MAGNANI, GEORGE R & PAULA 107-20/HLDLOT 145




MAILLET, DONALD J & ANITA M 117-03/HIDLOr8
MAILLET FAMILY REALTY
MAINE, CRAIGEN FAMILY
MAJORS, JACK L & DIANE; ET
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MANGAUDIS, BRIAN E. &
MANN, THOMAS A, ANN &
MANNING, ERIC S. & SUSAN R
MARA, PHILIP E & MAUREEN W
MARCINUK FAMILY
MARINELLO REVOCABLE TRUST lQ2r049/WFJILSLOT S673IDG
MARKS, ARNOLD & SUSAN 114-16/WF3&ELar4
MARKS, ARNOLD & SUSAN 114-17/WF3&ELOr33IDGS
MAROTTA, ROYS ETAL 110-36/HLDLar60&61,BLDG
MARQUIS, DENNIS & PAULINE 13S06/RT 123LOr31DGS
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MARREN, JOHN J. JR.
MARSEGLIA, AngelaM & Patricia
MARSHALL, DONALD A.
MARSHALL, RICHARD A. &
MARSHALL, RICHARD A &
MARTIN, DONALD K & EILEEN D 112rl4/WFJIIX)LOT330
MARTIN, JANET F 1Q2-086& 087/WFJILSLOTS S220JS219
MARTIN, JANET F 102-91 T094/HLSLOTS S267-S270
MARTIN, LAWRENCE D. & LOLA 114-19/WF3&EL0T l,BIi3G
MARTLAND, WALLACE A&





MATSON, STEVEN C. & NANCY
102-106TO 108 /HLSLOTS S282-S284A






MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N 110-03 /SLELOr32
MATSON, STEVEN C& NANCY N Iia04/SLELOT313LDG
MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N llOOS/SLELOTSO
MATUSKIEWICZ, THEODORE R& I27-I8-2Q25a6/WF,ANDRDLOTS31JXj
MAY, RUTH A 119<B/HLDLOT39
MAYNARD, PRISCILLA F 138-15-18,43,44/WF,GLLOrS&LAND3IJXJS
MCCARTHY, THOMAS J & SUSAN 107-05 /HUDLOT 212B
MCCLURE, JAMES K. 41909/CNTYRDLOrjVIH,SHHD
MCCOLL, PAULA& BRUCE W. ; 127-40/WF,ANDRDLOr3LDGS
MCCRACKIN, JAMES D &







MCLAUGHLIN, ROBERT G &























MCOSKER, TIMOTHY C & JANE D 119-25/WFJIX)LOr233LDGS




MEEHAN, TERRYD& MARTHA B 10&-31/HIX)LOT98
MEEHAN, TERRYD& MARTHA B 109-03/HUDLOT 298



















MEYER, MICHAEL F & MARY M
MEYER, MICHAEL F & MARY M
MICHALEWICZ, JEANNETTE D.M
MICHAUD, BRL'>lN D. & POWER,
MIDDLETON, MARY ANN
MIGLIORE, JAMES
MILLER, EDWARD H & SYLVL\ A
MILLER ETAL, SYLVL\ ANN
MILLER ETAL, SYLVIA ANN
MILLER ETAL, SYLVL\ ANN
MILLER FAMILY TRUST c/o





MOLESKY, ANTHONY T & ETHEL
MOLESKY, ANTHONY T & ETHEL
MOLINA, DONNA M.
MONLZ,MARK
MONTINERI, PAUL & SONL\ L
MONTY, KEVIN & KIMBERELY
MOONEY, JOHN F.
MOONEY, WARREN F, JR.
MOONEY, WARREN F, JR
MOORE, DEBORAH J. ETAL
MORRIS, JAMES H. & SUSAN N.
MORRIS, JAMES H & SUSAN N
MORRIS, JAMES H & SUSAN N
MORRIS, T. SCOTT & CINDY L.
MORTON, ROBERTW &
MOSES, ROBERT J. & GENA C.
MOULTON, NANETTE L.




MUNDY, DARYL L & SUSAN A
MURDOCK, RICHARD W. &
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, JAMES F & JUDITH A
MURPHY, KEVIN R & SHERYL J
MURPHY, KEVIN R & SHERYL J
MURPHY, MARYELLEN &
MURRAY, BEVERLY V &
MURRAY, JOHN A & LISA
MURRAY, ROBERT & BEVERLY
MUTO, MICHAEL
MUTO, MICHAEL




NASSAU TRUST, REBA L.
NELLIGAN, BRIAN & MARY
NELSON, CAROLA
NELSON, MARK E, EARLC, &
NELSON, STEPHEN R & PHYLLIS
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEWBY, JOHN R. & RENEE I.




NICOLETTI, RICHARD A &
NORCROSS, ARTHUR C & JOAN
NORMANDIN, SHARON E
NORTON, SARAH H & HANSON,
NUNES, AGOSTINHO N. &BAIR,
OBRIEN, LINDA & JOHN V
OBRIEN, MAURICE E, JR
CTBRIEN, ROBERT V & ANN H
OBRIEN, ROBERT V. & A>JNE
OFFENBERG, SERGEY P
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R& REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA




ORMON,M DALE & MARY J
OSENGA, WILLDUM, JR




OUR, CHRISTOPHER & JANET M.
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PARROT LIVING TRUSTS c/o Ted
PARROTT SR, KARL A
PARTELLO, PEGGY A.
PATNODE TRUST, DOROTHY A.
PATNOE, DENIS M. & SANDRA M.
PATTERSON, RICHARD W &
PATTERSON, RICHARD W. &
PAULETTE, JAMES R & AMY E
PEATE, KENNETH & LESLIE
PEDRO, JOSEPH E, JR &AMY
PEETS, KEVIN B. & DENISE A.
PEFFERS, WILLL\M F &
PELLEGRINO, DENNIS P
PELLETIER, GeraldM & Barbara J.
PFTJ.F.TTF.R, ROGER R & RENA C
PEPPIN, NORMAN A & LIANE S
PERKINS, MICHAEL A. &
PERKS, WAYNE & JOANNE
PERKS, WAYNE & JOANNE
PERRIN, ROBERT A
PERRON, ROBERT F & SUZANNE
PERROTTI, DAVID R & MARY K
PERRY, E RONALD & HANSON,
PERRY, MICHAEL S & JACKIE L
PETERSON, ALFRED C
PFUNDSTEIN, GEORGE A
PHALON, ROBERTW & PHYLLIS
PHANEUF, ROGER K.
PHELAN, LINDA E & ALAN P
PHELPS, GEORGE L & FRANCES
PHELPS, GEORGE L & FRANCIS R
PHELPS, JANETTE & TIMOTHY
PHELPS, TIMOTHY & NORA






PHILLIPS, WILLIAM D &
PHINNEY, JOSEPH T & ANNAM
PHIPPARD, CHARLES R & LINDA
PICARD, JACQUES L. & JULIE E.
PIDLIPCHAK, WILLIAM &
PIEHL, George F & Jeannemarie
PKE, RICHARD, SR
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PINCIARO, ANTHONY F &
PINNEY, EDWARD & BEVERLY
PDMNEY, EDWARD & BEVERLY
PISANI, JOSEPH J
PLANTE,AVISME










POLLOCK, WILLIAM B. &
POLOCZANSKI FAMILY
POLOCZANSKI FAMILY
POREMBA, EDWARD F &
PORTERFIELD, JOHN M.
POST, ALAN R & GEOFFREYW
POTHER, LEANDER S & AMY P
POTTER, PATTI A TRUSTEE
POWER, HARRY R & BEVERLY A
POWER, HARRY R, M.P.P.
PRACON, HELENM
PRATT, BRADLEY C & BIUAN
PRATT, BRADLEY C &
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C
PRATT, BRADLEY C. & DENISE C.
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C;
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C;
PRATT, BRL\N & SANDRA L
PRATT, CHARLES F
PRATT, CHARLES F & MARY M
PRATT REVOCABLE TRUST OF
PRATT REVOCABLE TRUST OF
PRESCOTT, GREGG S & GAIL A
PRESTON, GEORGE F
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D.
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D.
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D.
PRIEST NOMINEE TRUST,
PROCTOR DANIEL C, TRUSTEE
PROCTOR DANIEL C, TRUSTEE
PROHASKA, CHARLES R &
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENEM
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PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN
PUBUC SERVICE CO OF NH
PURDON, GARETT E.
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PUTNAM, NATHAN & BARBARA
PUTNAM, PATRICIA E
QUACKENBUSH, RICHARD &
QUIMBY, JAMES C. & NANCY O.
QUIST, OLIVER P & MURIELM
RADIMSKA, OLGA
RAFTER, ROSEMARY
RAHILLY, GLEN J & DEBRA S
RALLO, ANGELINA F
RAMIREZ, ROBERT R




READ, JON & ANNETTE
READ, WALTER & JOAN
RECK, PAUL C & NANCY B
RECK, PAUL C & NANCY B
RECK, PAUL C & NANCY B
REDFIELD,TEDDA
REED, RAYMOND E
REEKSTIN, GERTRUDE R &





REVICKI, ALBERT P & DELORES
REYNOLDS, ALAN P.
REYNOLDS, CHARLES A &
REYNOLDS, ELMER A, JR
REYNOLDS, ELMER A, JR




RICHMOND, CHARLES S. &
RICHMOND, CHARLES S. &
RIDEL, JEROME F. & KAREN T.
RIDEL, JEROME F. & KAREN T.
RIESENBERG, JEROME C &
RIESENBERG, JOHN J, JR &




RISPCtLI, ROBERT L. & SHARON
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
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RISPOLI, ROBERT & SHARON
RITCHIE, KENNETH & CAROLYN
RITCHIE, KENNETH H &
RITCHIE, KENNETH H &
RIVERS, HAROLD, JR
RIVERS, TIMOTHYM & MARY E
ROACH, WENDY W. ETAL
ROBBINS, KEVIN M. & DEBRA L.
ROBERTS, EVAN M & TRACY A
ROBIDOUX FAMILY TRST %
ROBINSON, DONALD J & JEANM
ROBINSON, JAMES M. & NANCY
ROBINSON, JAMES M. & NANCY
ROCKWELL, STEVEN
ROENTSCH, E. GEORGE & MARY
ROENTSCH, E. GEORGE & MARY
ROHR FAMILY TRUST
ROHR FAMILY TRUST
ROKES, STEPHEN J. & DD\NA L.
ROKES, STEPHEN J. & DL\NA L.
ROKOSZAK, MYRON C & AMY S
RONCAIOLI, LINH B.
ROPIECKI, ALLEN W. &
ROSA, ANTONIO & RAFAELA
ROSEN, DANIEL D & ROYEA,
ROSEN, RICHARD S., WILLL^tM S.
ROSLEY, THOMAS E
ROSPLOCH, JOHNM & JOANNE
ROSS, DANIEL & WALLACE,
ROSS, PAMELA J.
ROSS, SCOTT, JESSE, KERI;
ROSS, WILLL^ F & KATHERINA
ROTHMAN, DEBRA V & STEPHEN
ROWAN, MELVYN & ARLENE




RUBINO, KAROLINA J &
RUGGIERO, JAMES










RUSSELL, ROBERT A 2nd
RYAN, TIMOTHY B & MICHELE
RYDER, DALE, WENDY &
RYDER, DALE, WENDY &
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
VLG
OWNER OF RECORD
RYLAND, LARRY B. & SARAH Y
RYLANDER, WILLIAM & PATH
SAINT LAWRENCE, PEARL H C/O
SAINT LAWRENCE, PEARL H C/O
SATTAS, ALEXANDER J & ANNE
SALESKI, EDMOND & YIRGINIA
SALESKI, EDMUND J & VIRGINL\









SARCIONE, JOSEPH A & BONITA
SARCIONE, SHANNON J.
SARCIONE, SHANNON & TARYN
SAWISKI, P PAUL & MARY
SAWYER, BRIAN V
SAWYER, DAVID A& KATHLEEN






SCADDING, ROBERT J. &
SCADDING, ROBERT J &
SCANLON, WILLIAM J. & JEANNE
SCANLON, WILLL\M J. & JEANNE
SCHELLENS, EDWARD J &
SCHERER, MARJORIE M. ETAL







SCHREIBER, WILLL\M A &
SCOTT, JUDY & NATHAN, ALLEN
SEAMAN, Robert F & Kathryn D
SEAMAN, Robert F & Kathiyn D
SEARS, RICHARD T & CHRISTINE
SEAVER, LANNEY R & JUDITH G




SELINES, FELIX E & NATALIE B
SEMSEL, MARY E. ET AL
SERBENT, WALTER F & JANE K,
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SEVEN TRUST, THE
SEVERENCE, ALFRED T &
SHARAFINSKI, DOUGLAS & LISA
SHARKEY, ROBERT & EVE
SHAW, RICHARD J & ANITA L
SHEA, SHAWN C & SUSAN B
SHEPARD, SHARON E. &
SHIA, WEI LEE & MARY K
SICA,PAUL
SIEGEL, JEFF R & EILEEN B
SIMBOLI, ANTHONY J.
SIMENO, REGINALD J. & MARIAN
SIMONS, BRIANW & LORI
E
SIMONS, BRIANW & LORI E
SIMONS, BRIANW & LORI E
SIMONS, BIUANW & LORI E







SKIDMORE , MARK & PATRICL\
SKIDMORE, RICHARD & AMY J
SLAVIK, EVELYN
SLEPLW,JEAN
SMALL, JAMES C, IR & PATRICL\,
SMALLEY, JONM & GERALDINE
SMTIH, CARL J & LINDA B
SMTTH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J




SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
SOFIELD, DAVID R & LISA
SPADARO, ANTHONY &
SPAKOWSKI, GEORGE & JANE
SPAKOWSKI, GEORGE & JANE
SPENCER JR. , RAYMONDM
SPENCER, WILLL-yvIC.
SPORNY, MARCIALYNN
SPRAGUE, PETER E. & STACY D.



































102-50& 51 /WFJILS S68,S693LDG
422-10/RT9BACKLAND



















TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD




STAN, GLENN A & LUCY
STARR, RICHARD R. & SUSAN
STARR, RICHARD R. & SUSAN
STARR, RICHARD & SUSAN
STASIOWSKI, JOHN
STATCHEN, RICHARD N JR. &
STEELE, ROGER L C- JANETM
STEEVES, PATRICL\ B
STENERSEN, LESLIE R &
STENSON, KURT & KAREN
STENSON, KURT & KAREN
































































































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES



































STONE, FREDERICK G & MAUDE 101-82& 83 /WFJILS S214,S2133lJXi
STONE, JANE C. B7-44& 62 /WF,GLLOT^UXJS
STONE, MICHAEL SEAN & MARY 108-05/HLDLOT 283A31X)G
STONE, ROBERT I. & RITA G. 103-10,1 /WF,P/0HLSL0TS5M,BIDGS
STONE, THEODORE J &KAROLA 117-10/HLDLOT33
STORY, BENTON H & ELIZABETH LBl-Oe/BAOOAND
STORY, BENTON H & ELIZABETH Dl-13 /RT 123LOT.FND
STORY, BENTON H & ELIZABETH 131-16/WFJPACCESS
STRICKLAND, JAMES C. & Lr7-50&51 /WF/kNDRDLOrS3UXjS
STRONG, KRIS A 101-60/WFJiLSLOrS403IXX3
STUCKY, FRANK T, EI & LINDA S 11601 /HIDLOTSl
STUCKY, FRANK T,m& LINDAS 116O2/HIX)LOr30
STUCKY, FRANK T, in & LINDA S 11608/HLDLOr25A
STUCKY, FRANK T, HI & LINDA S 117-09/HLDIjar323IX)GS
STYMEST, ARNOLD R. & MARY 127-06/WFja' 123LAND3LDGS
SUGALSKI, MARK T& RHONDA 116-14/HLDLOT47
SULKOWSKI, DAVID & SANDI 124-M /WFJJSULOTS 17,18
SULLIVAN, BARTHOLOMEW & 115-16/SLELCIT153LDG
SULLIVAN, HAROLD J & 131-36&37/MRDGHLarS23,24,BI£)GS
SULLIVAN, JOHN A & ELYSEM 119-15/SI^LOrBnA^UXJ
SUPPLE, SHAWN




SWEET WATER TRUST % Sharon
SWETT, HERBERT & MARY
SWINGLE, PAUL C & BRYAN J
SYSYN,DAVIDA















TABOR, RANDALL L & KATHRYN 102-57&58/WF,MER4&5A3UX}S
TAFT, JAY L. & IRENE K.
TARANTINO,GINO&
TAYLOR, BONNIE PRICE ETAL






TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION




TAYLOR, CURTIS J & NANCY F
TAYLOR, DONALD W
TAYLOR, TIMOTHY S &
TEDDER, JEAN ODELL;ETALS





THOMAS, LINDA M. & LAURETTE lO&OS/HLDLOTSM^LDGS
THOMAS, LINDAM & LAURETTE 111-09/HLDLOT 223








102-53 /WF,HLS LOT S7131JXJ
122-32& 33 /WF,LOT27;283LDGS




THURROTT, IRVING J &
TODD, RICHARD J
TOLE FAMILY TRUST
TOMPKINSON, RENE' H &
TOMPKINSON, RENE' H &





TOWNSEND TRUST, PATRICL\ A. 119-26/WF,)LDLar223LDG
TRACHY, EDWARD L. & CEdLL^i 134-38 /WF,TFDLTJ14J14A3LDGS







TREVBEA PRICE TRUST #1 C/O
TREVBEA PRICE TRUST #1 C/O
TRINCERI, ROBERT F & DENISE
TRUESDELL, MHUAM C
TSEN, MENG CHI & FRANCIS,
TUCKER, STEPHEN L. &
TUKL^NEN, DAVID R. & GAIL A. 101-D& 14/HLSLOT SI 19, SI 18
TUKL<>lNEN, DAVID R. & GAEL A 101-30 /WFJILSLOT SIC
TURMAIL, JUDITH P ia3-16/WFJ^LSLarS801
TURNER, KENNETH B, JR & JOAN 112-13 /WF,HLDLar3293LDGS
TURNER, MICHAEL L & SOLVEIG 118-59/HLDLCITB^UXJ











129-1 1 /RT 123LAND3LDGS
ia3^/WFA3KLCITm

























TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
VALE, JOSEPH B. & CHRISTY N.
VAN MALDEN, JOHN C & CAROL
VAN OLDEN, NICOLAI A.G. &
VAN SCHAICK, JOSEPH P &
VAN SCHAIJQC, JULES &
VAN SCHAIJK, KATHLEEN A.
VAN WICKLER, RICHARD N.
VAUGHN, EDGAR L &
VAUGHN, EDGAR L, JR & HELEN
VAUGHN, EDGAR L, JR & HELEN
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE(l/2 INT.
VERHEY, HUBERT C &
VERHEY, JAN
VETOG, ELIZABETH A. & EDWIN
VEZEAU, ROBERT
VIGNEAU, CLARENCEW
VITALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK &
VTTALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK &
VOLBERG, PETER H & ANGELA
VOLBERG, PETERH & ANGELA
VOLPINI, JOHN D.
VON SNEIDERN, PETER &
WAGNER, DARRELL A & JOAN A;
WAGNER, DARRELL A & JOAN A;
WAGNER, JOAN A; ETALS
WALKER, KENNETH H & EDNA
WALLACE, EDWARD R. &
WALLACE, EDWARD R &
WALLACE, RICHARD E & JEANM
WALLACE, RICHARD E &
WALLACE, RONALD A. &
WALLACE, WILLLUVI K
WALLACE, WILLIAM K & LEO J
WALLWORK, CRAIG R
WALTHER, MARGARET JOANNE;
WARD, FRED & RUTH




WASHUTA, JOHN R & DIANE
WASLEY, RICHARD S. &




WATSON, LESTER E. & GORDON
WATSON, LESTER E. & GORDON
WATSON, RICHARD E. &
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON

























































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
WEAVER, DOROTHY E &
WEAVER, RICHARD D. &
WEAVER, WALLACE R &
WEAVER, WALLACE R &
WEBBER, GLENN & TAMARA
WEBER, MICHAEL A.(l/2 INT. W/
WEBSTER, DONALD R & JANICE
WEGIEL, HENRY W & MARY S
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F. & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F. & HOPKINS,
WELDON, LEONARD L. &




WERNINGER REVOC TST, RALPH
WEST, ELIJAH J
WESTBROOK, TERESA G.
WESTON, WILLL^M T &
WESTON, WILLL^M T &
WETHERBEE, CALEB A &
WETMORE, GEORGL«i. T &
WHEELER, JOHN L
WHEELER, MATTHEW S &
WHELIHAN, AUSTIN R.B.
WHTTCOMB, ROBERT ETAL
WHITE, QUENTIN & RTTTA
WHTIE, REGINALD A JR & POLLY
WHITNEY, DONALD A, JR &
WHITNEY, RICHARD &
WHrmEY, RONALD P &
WHTTTEN, JANE A.
WICHLAND, DAVID P &
WICHLAND, DAVID P &
WIERENGA, RUTH C.
WILDER, ELIZABETH I
WILLARD Revocable Trust, William
WILLL\MS, MARK A. & NINA J.
WILLLUIS, MARK A. & NINA J.
WILLIAMS, MARK A & NINA J.
WILLL\MS, MARK A. & NINA J.
WILLLMvIS, MARK & NINA
WILLL^MS, RODNEY A & DALE F
WILLL\MS, RODNEY & DALE
WILLLSlMS, RODNEY & DALE
WILLISTON, HAMLIN L &
WILLISTON, HAMLIN L &
WILSON, CRAIG F & SUSAN B
WILSON, DL\NE P.

























































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
WILSON REVOC. TRUST, HENRY
WILSON REVOC. TRUST, HENRY





WKON, BRUCE C & JOYCE A
WOISLAW, WILLL^lM A & LINDA
WOISLAW, WILLIAM A & LINDA
WOLF CREEK INVESTMENTS LLC
WOLFCREEK INVESTMENTS LLC
WOLFCREEK INVESTMENTS LLC
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD REALTY TRUST
WOOD,RrrAA
WOODBURY, JOHN H, Ul
WOODS, DONNA LEE & BETTY
WOODS, ROBERT P
WOODS, ROBERT?




WRIGHT, LAWRENCE B &
WRIGHT, MICHAEL H & OLSON,
WRIGHT, ROBERT J. ETALS
WYMAN, MARTHA J & BAILEY
YAGLOU, WILLL\M E. & CARLA
YLITALO, THOMAS A & STACY A
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR &
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR &
YOUNG, CHRISTIE E.




ZAMARIPAS, MARIO & JUDITHM





ZSCHAU, LEO F & ELIZABETH M
TAX MAP # 1 DESCaUPTION
120
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
VALUATIONS AND TAXES
121
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
AGATI, MARGARET E. ETAL







COSTIN, DAVID, JR & CLAIRE S
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA
DARDANI, NOEL H.
DAVIS, JEFFERY A & DAVIS,
DAVIS, JOHN R
DEANGELIS, EDSON R.
DESROSIERS, REED B. &
DIDONATO, JAMES A &
DRISCOLL, FRANCIS J JR &
EADES, ROBERT A
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EMBREY, MARK & EMILY
ENGLUND, ROBERT J. &
ENZLER, MARIO & JULIE C/O J.
EWING, JAMES D & RUTH D
FITZPATRICK, MARY E
FLANAGAN, HARRY G, IH &




GALLUP, PATRICIA & MINARD,
GANLEY, MARYM
GARNETT, GORDON A & JOAN
GARNETT, GORDON A &
GATES, FATTH & JENNIFER J.
GAY TRUST, LOIS WEINGARTER
GLANFERRARI, EDMUND A &
GILLESPIE, MARY H ESTATE
GLEBUS, MARYL
GOODELL, DUANE E JR ETAL
GRUBE, EMILE; ESTATE
GUIDA, PHYLLIS
HALTER, JOHN D & DLMME G
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA
HARMON, A VIRGINIA, TRUSTEE
HARPER, ANGELINE
HASTINGS, DAVID M. &
HAYES, JOSEPH S & ARLENE C
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN


































































HILL, ROGER & CAROL
HILL, ROGER M.






HUDA, Petra A. & Kimberly A.
HYATT, JAMES & ALICE
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
KINGSBURY, ROBERT W.
LAFARGUE, FLORENCEW
LAFLAMME, ROGER E & CLAIRE
LASKY, SYLVIA RHOMBERG &
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G., TRUSTEE
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G.
,
LAVIGNE, RANDOLPHE G. &
LEFRANCOIS, JOHN M &
LIFRIERI, RITA A
LIFRIERI, RITA A
LOY, REINHARD S & OLIVLAM










MURDOCK, RICHARD W. &
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
NELLIGAN, BRIAN & MARY
NICOLETTI, RICHARD A &
NORCROSS, ARTHUR C & JOAN




PATNODE TRUST, DOROTHY A.
PEETS, KEVIN B. & DENISE A.
PHIPPARD, CHARLES R & LINDA
PLAUT ESTATE, MARY H.
PRATT REVOCABLE TRUST OF
PRATT REVOCABLE TRUST OF
RAFTER, ROSEMARY
REEKSTIN, GERTRUDE R &

























































GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT VALUATION AND TAXES
VLG








ROBBINS, KEVCN M. & DEBRA L. 13904& 09/CWLOTS^LDGS
ROBERTS, EVAN M & TRACY A 139-16& 17/CWLarS3LDGS
ROBIDOUX FAMILY TRST % 137-42/SBRLOT^LDGS
ROPmCKI, ALLEN W. & 137-37 /SBRLOr3LDG








ROACH, WENDY W. ETAL
ROWELL, ELIZABETH
RUSSELL, ROBERT A 2nd
SCADDING, ROBERT J &
SCHLOSSER, LORRIE ETAL
SEVERENCE, ALFRED T &







SIMINO, REGINALD J. & MAIUAN 139-14& 15/CWLOrS3LDGS
SKIDMORE, ALFRED J.
SKIDMORE, ALFRED J
SKIDMORE , MARK & PATRICIA
SKIDMORE, RICHARD & AMY J
SPAKOWSKI, GEORGE & JANE
SPAKOWSKI, GEORGE & JANE
SPRUCELAND LIMITED
STETSON, R GARY & JOAN P
STONE, JANE C.
TAYLOR, TIMOTHY S &
TOLE FAMILY TRUST
VAN SCHAIJK, JULES &
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WELDON, LEONARD L. &
WHEELER, JOHN L
WICHLAND, DAVID P&
WICHLAND, DAVID P &




















137-15 /WF,GLACCESSLOTWILLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J
WILSON REVOC. TRUST, HENRY 418-102/MLELar4B3U2
WILSON REVOC. TRUST, HENRY 418-1C3/MLELOT5B3U2
WIXON, BRUCE C & JOYCE A
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOODBURY, JOHN H, UI
WOODS, ROBERT P
WOODS, ROBERT P
WRIGHT, ROBERT J. ETALS
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR &












ZAMARIPAS, MARIO & JUDITH M 137-21 &22/BRKWFJSBRL0T3LDGS







CURRENT USE LAND VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD





ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
BECKLEY, JESSIE I, ETALS
BLAISDELL, JR. RAYMOND A &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CERBONE, MATTHEW B. &
CLARK, DENNIS A SR & CAROL
CLARK, DENNIS & CAROL
CLINE, MARGARET B., TRUSTEES
DELUDE, RICHARD A
DRISCOLL, LINDA & CLYDE E
DUBE, RONALD R & JOYCE
DUHAMEL, CLAUDETTE E.
EATON, THOMAS
FAULKNER, ANNE H & KING,
FAULKNER, CHARLES S. &
FIONDELLA, PAUL & CHARLA B
FISH, JILL E





GUIDA, ALEXANDER S, HI
HANSON FAMILY TRUST 1/2
HARPER, MARK S & GLORIA
HAYES, CASEY J
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual
HEALY, Donall & Joyce % Visual
HEALY, JANE F
HILL, ROGERM & CAROL M
HOFFMAN, JR. JOHN E. & JEAN
HOLDA, FELIX JOHN &
KINGSBURY, MARY K
KINGSBURY, MARY K W, ETAL
LABROSSE, PEGGY A
LEYDEN, RICHARD F &
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR &







PERRY, E RONALD & HANSON,
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
413-3.1 &3.2/TRACr2ANDPARCELC
407-03 /BACKLOT
415^TO 1 1 /BACKLANDC9T CP






















































CURRENT USE LAND VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
PHELPS, TIMOTHY & NORA
PHILBRICK, STEVENA &
PIEHL, George F & Jeannemarie
POWER, HARRY R., M.P.P.
PRATT, BRADLEY C &
PRATT, BRIAN & SANDRA L
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D.
RAYMOND, STEPHEN A.
READ, WALTER & JOAN
RICHER, EVERETT
RICHER, EVERETT
RESENBERG. JEROME C &
RINEHIMER, WILLARD C. IR &
RUMRILL, FRANCES P
RUMRILL, FRANCES P &
SAWYERJHYLLIS C &
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
STODDARD MAIN CO
STYMEST,ARNOLD R. & MARY
SWEET WATER TRUST % Sharon
TAYLOR, BONNIE PRICE ETAL
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY
TSEN, MENG CHI & FRANCIS,
WALLACE, WILLL\M K & LEO J
WARD, FRED & RUTH
WARD, FRED & RUTH B.
WARD, RUTH B.
WESTON, WILLL^M T &
WHTTNEY, RICHARD &
WnXL'^MS, MARK A. & NINA J.




YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR &
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